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And why worry about clothes. Look how the wild flowers grow: they do not work or make clothes 

for themselves. But I tell you that not even king Solomon with all his wealth had clothes as beautiful 

as one of these flowers. It is God who clothes the wild grass - grass that is here today and gone 

tomorrow, burnt up in the oven. Won't He be all the more sure to clothe you? How little faith you 

have!" 

Matthew 6: 28-30 
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ABSTRACT/SUMMARY 

AN ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT FOR THE DIFFERENT SCENIC ZONES IN THE 

GOLDEN GATE HIGHLANDS NATIONAL PARK IN ORDER TO SET DEVELOPMENT 

PARAMETERS 

The aim of this study was to identify different scenic zones in Golden Gate Highlands National Park. A 

literature study of the different physical aspects that could assist in the identification of different scenic 

zones in the park was undertaken. From this, it was possible to identify four major scenic zones namely the 

zone below the Clarens sandstone formation, the Clarens sandstone formation itself, the area above the 

Clarens sandstone and the mountain crests. This study further placed a monetary value on the different 

scenic zones as identified by using different elements from the Travel-cost approach, the Hedonic Price 

Model and the Contingent model. This study indicates that the scenic beauty of Golden Gate Highlands 

National Park is worth in the order of not less than R 1,6 million monthly. An assessment was made of 

different existing visual objects within the park and it was measure against the monetary value of the 

specific scenic zone in which they are situated. The public's opinion was also obtained by means of a 

questionnaire and further personal interviews. A questionnaire was circulated during the period December 

1999 to January 2000 to obtain the public's views. 

Although the valuing of a scenic view are still regarded as a grey area, this study provides further proof that 

scenic beauty does indeed have a monetary value and that certain objects are visually misplaced in Golden 

Gate Highlands National Park. The public also indicated that some objects are actually viewed by them as a 

visual intrusion. 



Lastly, broad development parameters for the different scenic zones identified in Golden Gate Highlands 

National Park were drafted with the aim of ensuring the sustainable development of the scenic beauty of 

Golden Gate Highlands National Park. 

KEY TERMS FOR COMPUTER DATABASES AND SEARCHES: 

Strategic environmental assessment (SEA) 

Scenic zones 

Visual values 

Golden Gate Highlands National Park 

Development parameters 

Environmental impact assessment (EIA) 

Monetary value 

Travel-cost approach 

Hedonic model 

Contingent valuation model 

Visual intrusion 



•N OMGEWINGSBESTEKOPNAME VIR DIE VERSKILLENDE NATULIRSKOONSONES IN 

GOLDEN GATE-HOOGLAND NASIONALE PARK MET DIE DOEL OM ONTWIKKELINGS-

RIGLYNE DAARVOOR TE ONTWIKKEL 

Die doel van hierdie studie was om die verskillende natuurskoonsones in Golden Gate-hoogland Nasionale 

Park te identifiseer. 'n Literatuurstudie van die verskillende fisiese aspekte wat kon help met die 

identifisering van die verskillende natuurskoonsones is gedoen. Hieruit was dit moontlik om die viergrootste 

natuurskoonsones te identifiseer: die sone onder die Clarens sandsteenformasie, die Clarens 

sandsteenformasie self, die gebied bokant die Clarens sandsteenformasie en die bergtoppe. Hierdie studie 

het ook 'n geldwaarde op die verskillende natuurskoonsones wat geldentifiseer is geplaas, deur gebruik te 

maak van verskillende elemente van die Reiskoste benadering, die Hedoniese Prysmodel en die 

Voorwaardelike Waardebepalingsmodel. Hierdie studie toon aan dat die natuurskoon van Golden Gate-

hoogland Nasionale Park nie minder nie as R1,6 miljoen per maand werd is. 'n Waardebepaling van die 

verskillende bestaande visuele voorwerpe in die park is gemaak en dit is gemeet teen die geldwaarde van 

die spesifieke natuurskoonsone waarbinne dit gelee is. Die mening van die publiek is ook verkry deur 'n 

vraelys en verdere persoonlike onderhoude. Die vraelys is gedurende die tydperk Desember 1999 tot 

Januarie 2000 gesirkuleer om die mening van die publiek te verkry. 

Alhoewel die waardebepaling van 'n natuuruitsig steeds as 'n grysarea beskou word, verskaf hierdie studie 

verdere bewys dat die natuurskoon inderdaad geldwaarde het en dat sekere voorwerpe visueel misplaas is 

binne Golden Gate-hoogland Nasionale Park. Die publiek het ook aangedui dat sekere voorwerpe as 

visuele steurnisse ervaar word. 



Laastens is bree ontwikkelingsparameters opgestel vir die verskiiiende natuurskoonsones wat in Golden 

Gate-hoogland Nasionale Park geidentifiseer is, met die doel om volhoubare ontwikkeling van die 

natuurskoon van Golden Gate-hoogland Nasionale Park te verseker. 

SLEUTELTERME VIR REKENAAR DATABASIS EN REKENAAR NAVRAAG: 

Strategiese omgewingsbestekopname (SOB) 

Natuurskoonsones 

Sigbaarheidswaardes 

Golden Gate-hoogland Nasionale Park 

Ontwikkelingsparameters 

Omgewingsinvloedstudie (OIS) 

Geldwaarde 

Relskoste benadering 

Hedoniese prysmodel 

Voorwaardelike Waardebepalingsmodel 

Visuele steumisse 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

When assessing development projects, the physical aspects and the impact of the proposed development on 

the natural environment are usually measured and quantified to such an extent that management plans can be 

drafted to effectively mitigate and soften the physical impacts on the environment. The difficulty, however, 

comes when aspects that impact negatively on the scenic value of an area need to be assessed and 

incorporated into the environmental impact assessment process. When the externality of the negative impacts 

on the scenic value of an area needs to be internalised by the proposed developer, the project, in most cases, 

is perceived to lose its viability. It is also perceived that in reality, no real monetary value is placed on the 

scenic beauty of an area as it is so difficult to quantify. 

The same perception is sustained that because it is so difficult to attach a monetary value to scenic beauty, 

this resource is usually assigned a zero value - the possible result of the loss of the long-term sustainable 

scenic value of an area for short term economic gain. 

1.1 AIMS OF THE STUDY 

The aims of the study are: 

♦ to define the different scenic zones within Golden Gate Highlands National Park; 

♦ to assign a monetary value to the scenic view of each zone as identified; and 

♦ to set development parameters for each zone that was identified. 
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

South African National Parks (SANP) has no clearly defined scenic zones for Golden Gate Highlands 

National Park, No monetary value has been established for any zones, nor have any development 

parameters been established to monitor the scenic views; to monitor the possible impact of people and 

developments on the zones; or to monitor the impact of the zones on people and developments. 

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

In the light of the disturbing increase in intrusive man-made structures in protected areas and national 

parks throughout the country, methods need to be established to determine to what extent such 

developments distract from the value of the area as a natural resource. In order to quantify in tangible 

terms the impact of these structures on scenic beauty, this study has the following goals and objectives: 

♦ To clearly define scenic zones for Golden Gate: In order to protect the character of an area it 

is necessary to identify the different scenic zones that comprise the physical attributes of the 

area. 

♦ To assign a pro rata monetary value for each zone: A natural landscape has value primarily 

in aesthetic terms, but when it has to be considered in the environmental impact assessment of 

a development, this value has to be translated into tangible (monetary) terms in order to 

compare it to other elements in the equation. 

♦ To set development parameters for the different scenic zones: Once a landscape has been 

identified as a scenic zone and quantified in monetary terms, development parameters need to 

be established in order to maintain the character (natural beauty) of the area. 

These three problem areas combine to form the total concept of scenic beauty. 
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1.4 HYPOTHESIS 

It is possible to identify scenic zones for Golden Gate, to establish monetary values for the different 

zones and to set development parameters for the different zones. 

1.5 METHODOLOGY 

In order to set development parameters for the different scenic zones in the Golden Gate Highlands 

National Park, with a view to assigning a monetary value for the scenic view associated with each 

zone, the different scenic zones need to be identified, as well as the subjective value associated to 

each zone by visitors to the park. 

The identification of the different scenic zones was preceded by a literature study to gain a broad 

understanding of visual impacts and environmental impact assessments in South Africa as a whole. 

This included a study of the current methods available to assess the visual value of a landscape. This 

was followed by a study of the area under investigation in terms of its geology/topography, hydrology, 

climatology and vegetation (Chapters 2 and 3). 

On the basis of the foregoing literature study, it was possible to identify and describe four different 

scenic zones in Golden Gate. These zones were further analysed according to location, slopes, 

geology, vegetation and development and recreational activities associated with the particular zone 

(Chapter 4). This was correlated with the results of an empirical investigation by means of 

questionnaires as well as sampling and interviews. These provide a foundation for the subsequent 

empirical assessment of the monetary value of the scenic zones (Chapter 5). 
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The analysis of the different zones, provided indications of developments that could impact negatively 

on the integrity of the scenic beauty of the park. These developments formed the basis of the 

questionnaire to evaluate the different objects, views and developments in the park against public 

perception (Chapter 6). 

The results of the questionnaire were interpreted in conjunction with the information obtained in the 

literature study. Development parameters were drafted that would provide guidelines for the desired 

extent and scope of man-made developments in the different scenic zones to ensure and maintain the 

integrity of the scenic beauty of the park (Chapter 7). 

1.6 STUDY AREA 

Golden Gate Highlands National Park was selected as the study area for this project due to the 

perceived scenic beauty of the park and the fact that there are some objects and developments that 

have already impacted on the perceived scenic beauty of the area. Figure 1.5 represents a locality 

map of Golden Gate National Park in relation to the other national parks in South Africa. A detailed 

1: 50 000 topographical map of the study area, as part of the information brochure for the Ribbok 

Hiking Trail, is included as Appendix 1. 
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FIGURE 1.5: LOCALITY MAP OF GOLDEN GATE HIGHLANDS NATIONAL PARK 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE STUDY 

" You, the investor, can become a partner in developing the potential of this vast natural paradise." 

- message from Z Pallo Jordan, former Minister of Environmental Affairs and Tourism 

(Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism, 1999:1). 

2.1 INTRODUCTION TO VISUAL IMPACTS AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENTS 

The vision of the Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism emphasises the fact that 

environmental management, tourism and sustainable development are linked. The mission further 

promotes the fostering of sustainable development, use, protection and equitable access to South 

Africa's natural and cultural resources (Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism, 1999: 3). 

On the macro level, tourism is globally recognised as being the economic driver of the 21s t century. In 

South Africa, tourism is an emerging industry and is already an important contributor to employment 

and wealth creation on the meso level. It has a huge flow-through effect on all sectors of the South 

African economy. The present value of the benefits of the tourism industry in South Africa amounts to at 

least R17 billion or approximately 2,6% of direct gross domestic product (GDP). This figure is expected 

to rise to at least R68,1 billion by the year 2010 to represent 3,2% of the overall GDP. The tourism 

industry currently provides 248 141 job opportunities, which amounts to 4,4% of the total employment 

figure in South Africa {SA Travel and Tourism, 1998:4,16). 

Visions and figures like these clearly demonstrate the value of the rich diversity of the African setting, 

ranging from subtropical forests to arid regions and from low-lying marshlands to alpine-like mountain 

peaks as a backdrop to the tourism industry in South Africa. 
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The value of this backdrop is an integral part of tourism activities such as game viewing, establishing 

lodges and touring along scenic routes. Ecotourism plays an important role and South Africa's wildlife 

and scenery remain the enduring factors for attracting foreign visitors to the country (Investing in 

Tourism, 1998:10). From this it can be assumed that the scenic views in South Africa are part of the 

environmental resource base. Without the scenic backdrop, the activity itself has little value. Landscape 

aesthetics can be damaged and destroyed by development projects such as power plants, open strip 

mining, overhead transmission lines, the construction of sewage treatment plants, incinerators and 

deforestation (Impact Assessment and Project Appraisal, 1999:295). 

On the day-to-day micro level, it is common knowledge that a stand with a view, even if it is only slightly 

elevated to overlook the surrounding suburban area, will cost more than a stand with no view at all. This 

fact was emphasised during a personal interview with Mr F Fouche (2000), a real estate agent from 

Fred Fouche Properties in Pretoria. 

In broad terms this means that a scenic view has a value as a resource and that it should be 

considered to the same extent as other resources. The difficulty comes, however, when that value has 

to be calculated for incorporation into the equation as an externality when establishing the viability of a 

development project or when different development zones have to be identified in an area where one of 

the parameters is scenic beauty. When no real value can be provided in the equation, it is omitted. 

Scenic beauty is subsequently allocated a zero value in the equation. By not internalising the external 

value of the scenic beauty that will be destroyed by the development in the overall cost of a proposed 

development, the development has the advantage of short-term gains. Over the long term, this practice 

has the potential for disastrous long-term effects on the very resource that could actually provide the 

means of sustainable utilisation for that same area or community over the long term. 
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Keller (1988: 456) mentions that scenery in the United States has been recognised as a natural 

resource since 1864, when the first state park, Yosemite Valley in California, was established. The early 

recognition and subsequent action primarily related scenic resources to outdoor recreation, focusing on 

the preservation and management of discrete parcels of scenic landscapes. 

Hugo (1974: 30) indicates in an article that the term "resource" is relative and that any combination of 

different elements in the environment has the potential to serve as a resource. It is actually the human 

factor that puts a value on a specific element. When waiving resources in this light, it is clear that 

resources can and do vary in time and space, depending on the value attached to it by humans. 

Whatever our views as humans, our cultural background or values, we all perceive certain landscapes 

as patterns. Instead of seeing these patterns merely as a picture, pretty or otherwise, it is vital that we 

understand their origins. Some of our landscapes are the result of pure ecological processes interacting 

with landform and climate. Others are the result of human activity interacting with natural processes not 

consciously planned or designed with any aesthetic objective in mind. It must be remembered that none 

of these landscapes are static. All of them are subject to evolution and change overtime as the result of 

natural or man-made processes. Some changes may be sudden while others are more gradual. The 

speed of change is related to the response and the values that the society and the associated culture 

attach to this environmental resource (Bell, 1993:5). 

Although scenic landscapes and visual impacts are independent, they are closely related. Impacts on 

the landscape relate to the physical change in the fabric, character and quality of the landscape. The 

visual impact relates to the appearance of these physical changes (The Landscape Institute and the 

Institute of Environmental Assessment, 1995:1). 
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Since the visual environment is interwoven into the fabric of the tourism industry, the real need for 

visual resource management is evident to ensure sustainable resource management in South Africa 

(Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism, 1998:v). 

Management of resources cannot be executed in a haphazard way. It needs to be properly assessed. 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) is an environmental management tool that was developed for 

this purpose and has been in use internationally since 1970. It is a process whereby the identification, 

prediction and evaluation of the key impacts of a development are undertaken. The information 

gathered is used to improve the design of the project and to inform the decision-making process. 

Currently, the EIA is used very widely as an aid in the decision-making process for many different forms 

of development. Its strength is in enabling the best "environmental fit" between a project and its 

surroundings, and helping to determine whether the development is acceptable (The Landscape 

Institute and the Institute of Environmental Assessment, 1995:3). 

When conducting an EIA, it must be clearly understood that the physical landscape impacts and the 

visual impacts are separate issues but are closely related. 

Physical factors such as geology, landforms, drainage patterns, soils, ecology and the climate of the 

area to be affected play a major role when assessing the environmental impact of a proposed project. 

These are clearly measurable data. Change in any of these aspects can easily be detected, monitored 

and mitigated. These are all physical landscape elements and can change the nature, character and 

quality of a landscape as a result of a development. Change in most of the physical factors is not 

always clearly visible, although it might be measurable. 
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In recent years the human factor has started to play a more important role and human factors such as 

archaeology, landscape history, land use, land management, buildings and settlements have been 

included in environmental assessments. Cultural and historical factors have also entered the process. 

Although they are difficult to measure and quantify, this is not an impossible task. 

When the impacts of the above bring about a change in the landscape, a direct, immediate and clearly 

visible effect can be discerned on people and their surroundings. Such changes may therefore arouse 

strong feelings. This visible impact may also be used by the public as a real focus point for a variety of 

other concerns about the impacts of proposed developments which are not as clear to or as 

understandable by the affected community. To deal with this problem, aesthetic factors have been 

brought into the environmental assessment. The relationship between the landscape and the visual or 

aesthetic impacts is indicated in Figure 2.1.1. 

FIGURE 2.1.1: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LANDSCAPE IMPACTS AND VISUAL IMPACTS 

iANDSGAPE IMPACTS 
e.g. impacts on 

Landscape Elements 
Local Distinctiveness 

Regional Context 
Special Interests 

FACTORS THAT CONTRIBUTE TO THE LANDSCAPE 

Associations. 

Cultural 
Historical 

VISUAL IMPACTS 
e.g. impacts on 

Views 
Viewers 
Visual Amenity 

(The Landscape Institute and the Institute of Environmental Assessment, 1995:13). 
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The aesthetic factors include visual factors as well as factors relating to the other senses such as 

sound, smell, taste and touch. In assessing most of these, certain limits or cut-off points can be 

established. Sound is measurable and it can even be modelled on top of a landscape as was 

established during a personal interview with Mr Vincent Robertson (2000), an acoustic consultant. 

Smell, taste and touch all have certain parameters of good and bad for the average person. 

It must be recognised that whatever value we attach to a landscape or a scenic view; whatever our 

cultural perception or background; none of these is static. The landscape can change overtime as it is 

subject to evolution as the result of natural or man-made processes. As a result of this, our value of the 

landscape and the view will change (Bell,1993:5). 

When dealing with visual factors, the area becomes grey and blurred for most developers and EIA 

practitioners. To understand visual impact, it is important to consider it on three levels: 

♦ The impact on the view itself: this impact is direct and comes as an intrusion or an obstruction of 

a view. 

♦ The impact on the viewer: this can come about as a reaction of the person who is affected or 

whose view is impacted on. 

♦ The impact on visual amenity. 

(The Landscape Institute and the Institute of Environmental Assessment, 1995:14). 

This calculates the total range of impact, which ranges from degradation to enhancement. 

The value of an impact assessment lies in the fact that only the significant impacts are identified and 

addressed in the specialist studies. 
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The process of identifying significant impacts, particularly when dealing with the physical and even the 

human factors, has already been tried and tested to such an extent that it can be implemented by all 

practitioners during all stages of a project, from the construction phase, through the operation phase, 

right through to the decommissioning phase. 

Selecting the significant visual impact is a complex process. It must be borne in mind that the 

significance of a landscape and its visual impact are a function of the following: 

♦ The sensitivity of the affected landscape. 

♦ The sensitivity of the visual receptors. 

♦ The magnitude of change the receptors will experience. 

♦ The relative "value" of the landscape. 

♦ The tolerance of the landscape to change. 

(The Landscape Institute and the Institute of Environmental Assessment, 1995:48,50). 

Bell (1993:13,31) indicated that the following variables are important as basic elements for the visual 

pattern that we see: number, position, direction, orientation, size, shape, interval, texture, density, 

colour, time, light, visual force, visual inertia. 
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FIGURE 2.1.2: LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL RECEPTORS 

EXAMPLES O F LANDSCAPE A N D VISUAL R E C E P T O R S 

Areas of distinctive 
landscape character 

* Characteristic patterns and combinations of. 
landform and landcover and a sense of place 
(genius loci) 

Valued landscapes for example: 

* Nationally designated landscapes -
National Parks, Heritage Coasts, Areas of 
Outstanding "National Beauty, National 
Scenic Areas (Scodand) 

* Locally designated landscapes - Areas of 
Great Landscape Value, Conservation Areas 

♦ Areas of local importance - local beauty 
spots, popular walks and features on Parish 
Maps 

Other conservation for example: 
interest 

* Archaeological sites, historic landscapes, 
important habitats 

Specific landscape 
elements 

for example: 

* Coastline, open hilltops, river corridors, 
woodlands, hedges, walls 

Viewers of the 
landscape 

for example: 

* Residents, tourists, visitors, ramblers 

(The Landscape Institute and the Institute of Environmental Assessment, 1995:17). 

The significance of a visual impact can be established by taking the three levels of a visual impact into 

account, together with the significance of that impact and the different visual receptors as identified in 

Figure 2.1.2. It must be noted that a visual impact or change in the existing landscape can be beneficial 

or adverse, direct or indirect, temporary or permanent, single or cumulative. It is clear from the above 

that such impacts will play a major role in identifying scenic zones or setting development parameters in 

scenically sensitive areas where the "sense of place" is an important attribute to the entire picture. 
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The tourism industry in Southern Africa clearly indicates, by means of advertisements, that the scenic 

views and sense of place in Southern Africa are important attributes to keeping tourism going as the 

main economic driver for the 21st century in Southern Africa. Figure 2.1.3 indicates the importance of 

sense of place and views forthe tourism industry. Slogans such as the following are commonly used: 

"Become Entranced in the Rhythmical Heartbeat of Africa." 

"Feel the Magic of the Mountains". 

" We provide an Out of Africa experience second to none." 

FIGURE 2.1.3: TOURISM SLOGANS 
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(Getaway, 2000:217,242, 273) 

From the preceding slogans it is clear that the tourism industry in Southern Africa has a very clearly 

defined perception of place or "sense of place" and that it is the major attribute or component that sells 

tourism activities. 

In his book, Bell (1993:106) indicates the sense of place or genius loci, to be: 

♦ the special, unique quality one place has over another; 

♦ a highly valued aspect when attached to a landscape which helps to make it sensitive; 

♦ as vulnerable as the factors contributing to it may be difficult to identify. 

He further states that one of the difficult aspects of genius loci or sense of place is that one can 

instantly feel or sense its presence, but is unable to identify what has created it. Genius loci is an 

exclusive quality that tends to be easier to conserve than to create (Bell, 1993:108). 
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This means that sense of place can easily be destroyed but cannot be created as easily. The reason for 

this is that "sense of place" is to a great extent a mental picture or perception of the different attributes 

and elements of an area as viewed by humans. Once lost, it is for all practical purposes gone. Motloch 

(1991: 285) indicates that "sense of place" or the perception of place or "placemaking" is a cognitive 

process of perceiving settings, ascribing meaning to these settings, and constructing a mental image of 

place. 

Extensive research in the educational field has already proven that 80% of what is remembered is 

captured via visual impulses. Therefore it is clear that the visual value of views, as seen by people, 

should not be underestimated. That is in essence the "sense of place". Motloch (1991:285) further sees 

the "sense of place" as the mental construct or mental image that emerges from the interrelationship 

between the placeness and the placelessness of an area. According to him, "placeness" refers to the 

innate ability of a setting (landscape or a view) to encourage the formation of mental images to affect 

major changes in emotional state. Places characterised by a high "placeness" are usually very 

memorable and the memory of such places can be recalled over long periods of time. In contrast, 

"placelessness" refers to the inability of a setting (landscape or a view) to encourage the formation of 

vivid images and to effect major emotional changes over long periods of time. Places characterised by 

"placelessness" are not usually very memorable. 

It is clear that all of the above concepts (sense of place, placeness, placemaking) actually have a lot in 

common with scenic beauty and therefore form the backbone of the component that sells tourism in 

South Africa. It further forms the backbone of the process to identify scenic zones or areas to be 

developed by the tourism industry as an economic driver. 

Taking all of this into account, extreme caution should be taken not to deplete this resource, but to 

develop it on a sustainable basis. 
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In order to ensure that developments are sensitive towards the environment, the Department of 

Environment Affairs published a series of six guideline documents on integrated environmental 

management during 1992 (Environment Affairs, 1992). Although the "sense of place", visual or scenic 

aspects were not specifically mentioned in the overarching process, a list of environments was 

published in the form of 54 designated areas or features in Document 1 (The Integrated Environmental 

Management Procedure). In evaluating these, the following designated areas or features were found to 

strongly relate to scenic beauty or to have some sort of visual or "sense of place" value: 

2 Protected natural environments 

3 National, provincial and municipal nature reserves 

4 Private nature reserves 

6 Wilderness areas 

12 Conservation areas 

49 Areas or sites of outstanding natural beauty 

50 Scenic drives and panoramic views. 
(Environment Affairs, 1992:12,13) 

Guideline Document 3 (Guidelines for Report Requirement) lists open space and landscaping as some 

of the aspects that may be covered by such a report (Environment Affairs, 1992: 11). Guideline 

Document 5 (Checklist of Environmental Characteristics) lists the following visual or scenic aspects as 

general considerations applicable to all development proposals: 

♦ aesthetic quality of the landscape; 

♦ sense of place within the area; 

♦ character of the area; 

♦ compatibility of the scale of developments in the area; 

♦ compatibility with the building materials used in the area; 

♦ preservation of scenic views and valued features. 

(Environment Affairs, 1992: 7) 
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On 4 March 1994 the Department of Environmental Affairs promulgated a set of regulations in terms of 

section 26 of the Environment Conservation Act, 1989 (SA, 1994). These regulations were actually 

never operational. They were rejected as being part of the old political order. They did, however, give 

prominence to the visual/scenic value of the receiving environment by stating that a comprehensive 

environmental impact report shall consist of the following (Notice 171 of 1994): 

(i) alternatives which shall include -

(ii) alternatives which have been considered for the proposed activity or development with 

regard to -

(aa) sites 

(dd) designs 

(ee) materials 

(SA, 1994:70) 

(j) proposed actions which may include -

(iii) the area which may be influenced by noise or visually as a result of the proposed 

development; 

(v) the height and elevation of the proposed development; 

(vi) the architectural character of the proposed activity on the environment. 

(SA, 1994:70) 

Some of the scheduled activities that were covered by these regulations and which have a visual 

impact or value (Notice 172 of 1994) include the construction of: 

(g) aerodromes 

(j) cableways 

(k) television and radio masts. 

(SA, 1994:78) 
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The most recent EIA regulations were published on 5 September 1997 (SA, 1997) in terms of section 

21 of the Environment Conservation Act, 1989 (Act No 73 of 1989). Little mention has been made of 

visual aspects or any other mechanism to protect the scenic value of a landscape or view. When 

actually considering the listed activities in schedule 1, it seems as if the protection of scenic views was 

actually in the mind of the legal drafter as indicated/represented by the inclusion of the construction or 

upgrading of following items: 

1 (a) facilities for commercial electricity generation and supply; 

1(c) transportation routes and structures; 

1(d) roads, railways, airfields and associated structures outside the borders of town planning 

schemes; 

1(f) cableways and associated structures; 

1(g) structures associated with communication networks, other than telecommunication lines and 

cables, as well as access roads leading to these structures; 

1 (k) reservoirs for public water supply; 

2(c) the change of land use from agriculture or undetermined use to any other land use; 

2(e) the change of land use from nature conservation or zoned open space to any other land use. 

(SA, 1997:2) 

All of the above-mentioned listed activities rest heavily on visual impacts and have the potential to 

affect the scenic view or scenic value as well as the sense of place of an area earmarked for certain 

developments due to its scenic beauty or sense of place. A process to assess the visual aspects/scenic 

views is absent within the recently promulgated regulations. Other elements and processes must now 

be implemented to bring the value of scenic views into the equation when assessing the significant 

impacts of a specific development. 
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At this stage it must also be noted that people's perceptions differ according to their socio-economic 

development. A clear comparison can be drawn between the socio-economic development of people, 

their needs in terms of Maslow's hierarchy (see Figure 2.1.4), and their perception of environmental 

issues such as scenic beauty, sense of place and conservation ideas. According to Maslow, a 

population can only advance to a higher level in the hierarchy once all needs have been satisfied on the 

previous level. In South Africa serious unsatisfied needs exist on the lower levels of this hierarchy. 

These needs must be satisfied before the major part of the South African population can advance to 

higher order needs where conservation ideas, sense of place and the value of scenic beauty would play 

a significant role in directing behaviour. 

FIGURE 2.1.4: MASLOWS HIERARCHY OF NEEDS AS APPLIED TO ENVIRONMENTAL NEEDS 

Conservation of the 
environment and scenic 

beauty 

TIME 

Utilisation of the environment 
to provide for needs, daily 

struggle for food, shelter and 
security 

(Maslow's hierarchy translated from Louw, 1982:502). 
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Cognisance must be taken of this hierarchy of human needs when planning future developments in 

visually sensitive areas. Currently, due to the specific socio-economic status of a major part of the 

South African population, scenic beauty may only have a limited value. As South Africa develops, 

scenic beauty will definitely assume a much more prominent role as a resource, 

2.2 CURRENT METHODOLOGY AVAILABLE TO ASSESS THE VISUAL VALUE OF A LANDSCAPE 

Assessing an aspect like the rainfall over an area is not difficult, as rainfall is an easily measurable 

aspect and reliable methods exist to do so. Assessing the visual value of a landscape poses a much 

more complex problem as it cannot be clearly defined and no foolproof method or equipment exists with 

which to measure it. In order to understand the issue of assessing the value of a landscape in visual 

terms, the current methods used need to be explored to establish whether they can be applied in the 

study area. 

Since the 1960s environmental economists have been working on a number of useful, practical 

methods and techniques to assess the value of the environment. Their point of departure has been that 

landscapes and scenic views are often changed by economic development. This change might not 

always be accepted by the affected society. It is therefore important that policy-makers and developers 

should achieve an awareness and understanding of the interrelationship between the physical 

environmental features of an area and the specific land-use preferences that the affected community of 

that area may have for it. The presence or absence of a scenic view was recognised as being an 

important determinant to guide policy and development in a certain direction. 
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The value of landscapes, specifically their scenic and aesthetic value, is widely recognised and 

expressed in property prices. The presence or absence of a scenic view is an important determinant to 

establish the value of properties. This common factor is accepted worldwide. It is therefore accepted 

that landscape aesthetics and their value can be seriously damaged by the construction of any 

structure that might obstruct or partly obstruct the view as enjoyed by neighbouring property owners, 

whether private or public. 

Scenic views do not have much protection by law except for the possible claims that may arise from 

developments with the potential to create serious contention. Planners and developers are often faced 

with conflicts of interests resulting from competing land uses. Just as any other resource with potential 

such as fertile soil, water supply and minerals, unspoilt views must be considered a natural resource. 

The lack of a clearly defined market for aesthetic views does not mean that views are economically less 

valuable. It means that indirect measures or imputed estimates need to be found in order to assess the 

value of a view as a resource. Unfortunately visual aesthetics can never be fully quantified. It remains 

essential, therefore, for policy makers and developers to use other useful or understandable information 

to justify land-use management decisions. This might require substantive evidence involving 

quantitative and qualitative estimates. 

Euston Quah and Khye Chong Tan (Impact Assessment and Project Appraisal, 1999:296) undertook 

work in this regard in Singapore where they priced the scenic view of Singapore's East Coast Park. 

They indicated that currently there are three landscape or scenic valuation methods. These methods 

will be discussed briefly according to the method, the advantage of that method, the criticism against it 

and also the applicability to Golden Gate National Park as a study area: 
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2.2.1 TRAVEL-COST APPROACH (HOTELLING-CLAWSON-KNETCH TECHNIQUE) 

This model uses travel costs and the visitation rates to an area of scenic beauty as the main 

variables. Quah and Tan tested this model in Singapore. They indicated that it had some 

limitations due to the fact that the urban parks in Singapore are small in size, only 640 m2. 

2.2.1.1 Methodology 

This approach uses variations in visitation rates to a particular site by using travel 

cost as the main determining factor. This approach defined travel cost as expenditure 

on: 

♦ recreational equipment; 

♦ transportation; 

♦ accommodation; and 

♦ time. 

2.2.1.2 Advantages 

Travel costs or the total expenditure is easily measurable in a questionnaire. Although 

it needs an extensive amount of data to be reliable, this information can be gathered 

with relative ease. 

2.2.1.3 Criticism 

This approach has an immense data requirement to make it acceptable. It further has 

the disadvantage that visitors to the area may make multi-purpose trips, like using the 

area as a stopover to visit other areas of interest as well en route. 
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Even when the visitor is inside the area, there can be variations. To apply this 

approach effectively, it is important to allow sufficient variation in distances for the 

area to generate meaningful data. 

As travel costs increase, the number of visits to the area may decrease. External 

factors in South Africa like hikes in the fuel price and the crime rate may affect this 

approach. 

2.2.1.4 Applicability to Golden Gate 

Golden Gate can be considered a stopover destination for tourists using the 

provincial road, R712, as part of the alternative route to the N3 toll road from Villiers 

to Clarens and Phuthaditjhaba and further south (although limited). Golden Gate itself 

can be viewed as a destination on its own as well. It is also a considerable distance 

from major urban centres. Due to this fact, elements of the travel-cost model, 

particularly the travelling distance to Golden Gate, as well as recreational and 

accommodation costs, were considered applicable in assessing the visual value of 

the landscape in Golden Gate. 

2.2.2 HEDONIC PRICE MODEL 

This model indicates that the value of a piece of land is not only related to the direct benefits 

derived from the land, but sometimes, more importantly, from other aspects such as access to 

workplace and the commercial activities in the area. 
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This model attempts to establish the contribution of each aspect. Quah and Tan tested this 

model in Singapore as well. They indicated that it had some limitations due to the fact that it 

could not pick up any of the determining attributes. 

2.2.2.1 Methodology 

This model takes into account the fact that the value of an area is often not only 

related to the direct benefits obtained from the commercial, agricultural or the 

residential value of the area, but more importantly to the complementary benefits. The 

complementary benefits include, among other things, the following: 

♦ access to the area; 

♦ the commercial facilities in the area; and 

♦ the recreational and environmental amenities of the area. 

This model attempts to identify how much of a property differential is due to a 

particular attribute and how many people are willing to pay for the varying levels of 

the amenity or attributes. 

2.2.2.2 Advantages 

The difficulty of quantifying scenic view can to a great extent be overcome by 

counting the number of generally agreed characteristics or features that qualify as 

pleasant views in the landscape. This number can then be used as a quantitative 

variable in the multiple regression. 
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2.2.2.3 Criticism 

In practice, the value of a piece of land is often not only related to the stream of 

benefits derived from that piece of land. Things like access to the area and the 

environmental and recreational amenities, including scenic views, are variations that 

could influence the value. 

The difficulty with this approach is that scenic views are not directly measurable like 

other environmental aspects such as pollution, etc. This might have the result that 

this model may not pick up some attributes. 

2.2.2.4 Applicability to Golden Gate 

Golden Gate was proclaimed as a national park to protect the scenic beauty of that 

specific area of the Drakensberg. As this park was developed next to the provincial 

throughroad, R712, it also became a centre of economic activity. It has a restaurant, 

a general store and a filling station that is not only used by the visitors but by the 

passer-by traffic as well. Some of this traffic could just as well use some of the shorter 

hikes or the facilities of the park for a very short time during a break in their journey. 

2.2.3 CONTINGENT VALUATION MODEL 

This model uses a very direct method of obtaining estimates of willingness to pay for non-market 

goods. The idea is to determine people's willingness to pay more for improvements within the 

system or to accept decrements in the existing level of the said system. 
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2.2.3.1 Methodology 

This method involves a properly structured question in a questionnaire representing a 

hypothetical change in an attributor amenity and then measuring people's response 

to the proposed change. This is usually measured in terms of money. The variation 

between the previous state and the proposed state is called the compensating 

variation. 

2.2.3.2 Advantages 

It is a very direct method of measuring the willingness of people to pay for an attribute 

in the landscape and it can provide a quick, measurable indication. 

2.2.3.3 Criticism 

Other non-related factors may influence the response of people to this question. Non-

related factors to the scenic view might be poor service in the area, limited access to 

the area, etc. 

2.2.3.4 Applicability to Golden Gate 

With South African National Parks' (SAMP) current policy that all parks should 

function as a business unit on its own, it has become necessary to incorporate some 

elements of the contingent valuation method into the decision-making process when 

planning current and future developments. With the current development pressures 

inside the park, it has become necessary to ask people if they will pay more if the 

negative environmental aspects or attributes could be removed or addressed. In the 

light of this, the future developments in Golden Gate should then be focused around 

the outcome of that aspect, especially when it is realised that the park is known for its 

scenic beauty. 



CHAPTER 3: STUDY AREA 

The study area chosen for the research was the original area of Golden Gate Highlands National Park. 

The late State President, his Honourable CR Swart proclaimed this park a schedule 1 national park for 

its scenic beauty on 13 September 1963. The original area represents 9 559 ha of mountainous 

landscape. Later, another portion consisting of 1 927 ha of mountainous landscape was added to the 

park. Golden Gate Highlands National Park is situated in the district of Bethlehem in the northeastern 

part of the Free State between 28° 30' and 28° 45' south and 28° 30' and 28° 37' east. It is situated to 

the north and the east of the Great Escarpment, between 35 and 40 km inland from the scarp. 

It borders the mountain kingdom of Lesotho. The southern portion of the park consists entirely of a 

mountain region on the watershed between the drainage systems of the Vaal and Orange rivers. The 

topography is the result of rock type and geological structure. It was covered by basalt 200 million years 

ago. Then areas were elevated high above sea level and the erosion process started to reshape the 

landscape into what it is today. The landscape further consists of sandstone formations in a spectrum of 

colours with a backdrop of the Maluti Mountains to the north. The Little Caledon River originates in the 

Drakensberg and flows past the Glen Reenen restcamp and the Brandwag accommodation complex. 

The cool high-lying grasslands and the ravines meet to give Golden Gate an advantage as a prime 

tourist destination. 

In order to develop this scenic beauty as a resource in an environmentally sustainable mariner, it is 

important to understand the aspects that serve as building blocks to form the basis of the scenic beauty 

in the area. Hugo (1974:30) is of the opinion that the sum of the values of the individual elements in a 

landscape is not necessarily equal to the value of the total view as the value of the total view exceeds 

the value of the individual components. The different components in this scenic resource are the 

geology of the area, the different slopes and the vegetation of the area. These physical aspects are 

combined within the immense size of this mountainous area to create the sense of place. 
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FIGURE 3: ROADSIDE ADVERTISEMENT ON ROAD 712 FROM CLARENS TO GOLDEN GATE 

»ll*ol,^;'i'.' 

Due to the perceived scenic beauty of the park, as announced on the roadside advertisement along 

road R712 from Clarens to Golden Gate, it was decided to test the public's opinion on scenic beauty in 

this particular park. In the recent past, developments have taken place in this park that have violated the 

very reason why this park was proclaimed - to protect the scenic beauty of the area. 

A questionnaire was developed and tested against government officials and practitioners in the 

environmental management field. It was distributed during December 1999 and January 2000 

(Appendix 1). This period represents one of the peak seasons for visitors to Golden Gate. It was 

perceived that it would be the most effective procedure to distribute it during this period as there would 

be a greater diversity of people at Golden Gate during this peak period. Out of the 200 questionnaires 

distributed, 178 were returned, which represents 89%. 
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3.1 GEOLOGY/TOPOGRAPHY AS A PHYSICAL ASPECT 

Pieterse (1995:4) quotes Groenewald who says that the area consists of four sedimentary 

formations and one igneous formation. Erasmus (1996:7) quotes Brady and Odendal and 

indicates that the geology of the area basically consists of five major formations as described by 

Groenewald. 

Figure 3.1.A represents a combination of the major geological formations and the different rock 

types of the area. Figure 3.IB represents a generalised geology map of Golden Gate. The 

specific climatic conditions contribute to an acceleration of the erosion process. These factors 

include the intense precipitation that creates a huge runoff and the drying out as well as the 

freezing of the top layers of soil in Golden Gate. Overtime, these factors are partly responsible 

for the formation of different slopes and landforms. Figure 3.1 .C represents a generalised map of 

the slopes in Golden Gate. Figure 3.ID represents a map of the slope analysis of Golden Gate. 
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FIGURE 3.1.A: A GENERALISED SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE GEOLOGICAL 

STRUCTURE OF GOLDEN GATE TO INDICATE MAJOR FORMATIONS AND ROCK TYPES 

o; 

(compiled from Pieterse, 1995:14 and Groenewald, 1988:35) 
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3.1.1 THE TARKASTAD FORMATION 

3.1.1.1 Geology of the Tarkastad Formation 

The underlying sedimentary formation in the area is the Tarkastad formation. 

This formation is found between 1 600 m and 1 750 m above sea level, but is 

not visible at Golden Gate as it forms part of the underlying structure. It 

consists of medium to small particles of veldspatic sandstone covered by a 

24 m thick red-purple layer of mudstone. This kind of material is extremely 

susceptible to erosion damage. 

3.1.1.2 Topography of the Tarkastad formation 

This only forms a single outcrop in the eastern part of the park. 

3.1.1.3 Importance of the Tarkastad formation as an aspect of scenic beauty 

Due to its limited occurrence in the park, the Tarkastad formation does not 

have a substantial impact on the scenic beauty of Golden Gate. For the 

purpose of this study it was only included to complete the geological picture, 
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3.1.2 MOLTENO FORMATION 

3.1.2.1 Geology of the Molteno formation 

Above the Tarkastad formation follows the Molteno formation. This 

sedimentary formation occurs approximately 1 800 m above sea level. It is also 

not generally visible at Golden Gate as it forms part of the underlying structure. 

It consists of medium to rough particles of veldspatic sandstone. Fine 

conglomerates are visible near the bottom of the formation. This reddish 

mudstone layer is more or less 20 to 30 metres thick. This entire formation was 

the result of fluvial deposits. 

3.1.2.2 Topography of the Molteno formation 

It is only exposed on a limited scale by road works and does not have a 

substantial impact on the scenic beauty of Golden Gate for the purpose of this 

study. 

3.1.2.3 Importance of the Molteno formation as an aspect of scenic beauty 

Due to its limited occurrence in the park, the Molteno formation does not have 

a substantial impact on the scenic beauty of Golden Gate. For the purpose of 

this study it was only included to complete the geological picture. 
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3.1.3 ELLIOT FORMATION 

3.1.3.1 Geology of the Elliot formation 

The Elliot formation is visible in the park between 1 800 m to 2 000 m above 

sea level. This is also a sedimentary formation. It is a very well known layer in 

Golden Gate and is also known as the "red layer". It contains the fossil finds in 

the area. Single layers of yellow or greenish siltstone are visible in this layer. It 

was formed under semi-arid conditions. The oxidation of iron during the settling 

process was responsible for the red colour. This mudstone layer is more or 

less 146 m thick. It is covered by a layer of skree up to 3 metres thick. This is 

part of the quaternary deposits on top of the Elliot formation. It consists of 

stratified alluvium with a mixture of weathered material originating from the 

formations on the surrounding high lying areas. 

3.1.3.2 Topography of the Elliot formation 

This formation is represented by the exposed lower slopes throughout the 

park, especially in the Glen Reenen area. It is exposed to erosion and is very 

sensitive to erosion. It represents most of the lower slopes and has a gradient 

of approximately 14° to 20°. 

3.1.3.3 Importance of the Elliot formation as an aspect of scenic beauty 

This formation represents the lower slopes. Most of the current development of 

infrastructure such as the national road, power lines and communication lines 

are found on the lower part of this formation. Brandwag and Glen Reenen are 

situated on this formation. It is an already visually disturbed section. 
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3.1.4 CLARENS SANDSTONE FORMATION 

3.1.4.1 Geology of the Clarens sandstone formation 

The Clarens or "holkrans" sandstone formation consists of successive 

horizontal layers of sandstone. It is visible in the park between 2 050 and 2100 

metres above sea level. This layer was formed under arid conditions. During 

these conditions fine sand particles were transported by wind and deposited in 

thick layers (130 to 160 metres) to form this unique layer of sandstone. It 

consists of very fine windblown quartzite particles with substantial amounts of 

calcium that give this layer its yellow to brown colour. This layer is red or pink 

at the base turning yellow to white as one goes higher up. At sundown it 

reflects the almost golden colour for which this area is well known. This layer is 

very unstable and has little resistance to erosion. It weathers and breaks up 

into small blocks which weather further to a very fine dust. Water and wind 

transport this fine dust further. 

3.1.4.2 Topography of the Clarens sandstone formation 

These massive horizontal layers of sandstone are responsible for the majestic 

vertical sandstone cliffs for which Golden Gate is so well known. They are very 

well exposed north and south of the Little Caledon River. 

3.1.4,3 Importance of the Clarens sandstone formation as an aspect of scenic 

beauty 

This is the main attraction in Golden Gate. The well known "Brandwag rock" for 

which the area is well known for nationally and internationally forms part of this 

formation. This is Golden Gate. Without this, it is just another mountainous 

area. There are virtually no developments of any kind on this formation except 

for limited hiking routes, lighting and chain ladders to gain access. 
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FIGURE 3.1.4.2: "BRANDWAG ROCK" AS PART OF THE CLARENS SANDSTONE 

FORMATION 

FIGURE 3.1.4.3: CURENS SANDSTONE FORMATION CLOSE TO WILGENHOF TO THE 

WEST OF THE PARK 
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3.1.5 DRAKENSBERG FORMATION 

3.1.5.1 Geology of the Drakensberg formation 

The Drakensberg formation occurs in Golden Gate from 2 200 m to almost 

2 800 m above sea level. The higher peaks were formed by magma flows over 

the entire area. This is visible as the dark grey to brown layer of dolorite. The 

solid layer of igneous rock in this formation has a greater resistance to erosion 

than all the other underlying layers. The thickest layer is found at Ribbokkop. It 

is 600 m thick. 

FIGURE 3.1.5.1: THE DRAKENSBERG FORMATIONS ABOVE THE CURENS SANDSTONE 

FORMATIONS IN THE AREA OF GENERAALSKOP 

3.1.5.2 Topography of the Drakensberg formation 

This formation is responsible for the massive mountainous character of the 

area. It creates long, steep slopes stretching from the top of the sandstone 

cliffs to the highest mountain peaks. 
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The weathered material on these slopes has stabilised at an angle of repose of 

between 30° and 40°. This critical angle of repose, together with the nature of 

the weathered material and the soaking of the slopes due to high rainfall, 

creates a very unstable topography. The material easily slips due to gravity. 

This is a natural phenomenon and it forms terraces parallel to the contours 

(see the green arrow in Figure 3.1.5.2). 

FIGURE 3.1.5.2: TERRACES AND PIPE EROSION IN THE AREA OF 

WODEHOUSE HILL 

Terraces are associated with the freezing of the top layer of the soils. They do 

not occur on slopes with a gradient of less than 19°. In South Africa they 

usually occur on steep southern slopes. In Golden Gate during winter, the 

southern slopes stay frozen or the frost stays on the soil even as late as 13:00 

(Terblanche, 1992:88). Terblanche also indicated that the only way in which 

these slopes can be protected is by protecting the vegetation cover. Erosion on 

these slopes can be so severe that the entire landscape slides, which results in 

pipe erosion stretching almost from the peaks to the top of the sandstone cliffs 

(see red arrow in Figure 3.1.5.2). Due to the low temperature, the mother 

material and the steep slopes, soil replacement by soil formation is extremely 

slow, and it can take thousands of years to replace lost soils. This is a clear 

indication that the weathered material in this formation is extremely vulnerable 

to erosion. 
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3.1.5.3 Importance of the Drakensberg formation as an aspect of scenic beauty 

The Drakensberg formation represents very steep high-lying areas with limited 

access. There is limited development on this formation. This area is important 

for maintaining the mountain character of the area. The national road and the 

game viewing roads are constructed on this layer. Further developments 

include the Ribbok hiking trail and some management tracks. Some 

development, notably telecommunication structures, has taken place on the 

highest peaks. 

3.1.3 DOLERITE DYKES AND SILLS 

3.1.6.1 Geology of the dolerite dykes and sills 

Dolerite dykes and sills traverse the area from east to west and from north to 

south. Red-hot magma was forced between the horizontal layers of sandstone 

to change the sandstone adjacent to it from sedimentary rock into metamorphic 

rock (quartzite). The same red-hot magma was forced between vertical cracks 

in the sandstone with the same result. The dykes are more or less four metres 

wide and are darker than the surrounding soils (see Figure 3.1.6.2). 

3.1.6.2 Topography of the dolerite dykes and sills 

When weathered, the dykes form the necks and gullies rich with vegetation 

(see Figure 3.1.6.3). 
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FIGURE 3.1.6.2: AN EXPOSED DOLERITE DYKE IN THE AREA OF MT. PIERRE NEXT 

TO THE PROVINCIAL THROUGHROAD R712 

3.1.6.3 Importance of the dolerite dykes and sills as an aspect of scenic beauty 

These gullies form part of most of the shorter hikes to enable hikers to pass 

right next to the huge surrounding sandstone formations. The hiking trails form 

part of the day-to-day tourism activity. 

FIGURE 3.1.6.3: A DENSELY VEGETATED GULLY FORMED AS A RESULT OF THE 

WEATHERING OF A DOLERITE DYKE IN THE VICINITY OF MT. PIERRE 
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2 HYDROLOGY 

Golden Gate is situated on the watershed between the Klerk spruit which drains into the 

Vaal River and the Klein Caledon River which drains into the Orange River. It was this 

hydrology pattern that was responsible for the topography of the area (Pieterse, 1995:18). 

3 CLIMATOLOGY 

The area falls within the summer rainfall region. The rainfall season stretches from 

September to April. The mean annual rainfall is 779 mm. Most of the rainfall occurs in the 

form of soft frontal rain. On the other hand, severe rainstorms are not uncommon in this 

area. Snow, frost and ice are common during the winter months. The mean annual 

maximum temperature is 20,8°C, and the mean annual temperature is 6,8°C The lowest 

temperature measured was -19°C (Pieterse, 1995:18). It is usually during these cold 

spells that snowfalls occur. These snowfalls add to the scenic beauty of the area and 

further emphasise the "alpine style" of the Brandwag complex as seen in Figure 3.3. 

FIGURE 3.3: SNOWFALL IN GOLDEN GATE 
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3.4 VEGETATION 

The role of the vegetation in a mountainous area like Golden Gate must not be 

underestimated. It has an ecological function as part of the ecosystem and plays a very 

prominent role in preventing erosion (Pieterse, 1995:29). Resulting from the interaction 

between the different physical and geomorphological variables, huge areas are covered in 

Highveld sourgrass. With regard to the scenic beauty of the area, it serves as a 

"paintbrush" to colour the mountainous area depending on the season of year. The 

grassveld covers the higher and steeper slopes in green during the rainy seasons. This 

green colour is in contrast to the yellowish and reddish sandstone cliffs. During the winter 

the ground cover blends in with the colour of the sandstone cliffs. From this, it is clear that 

the vegetation cover plays a definite role in the scenic beauty of the different scenic zones 

in Golden Gate as it is visible on Figure 3.4.A. 

FIGURE 3.4.A: THE COLOUR COMPONENT OF THE VEGETATION OF GOLDEN 

GATE 

summer colours 

winter colours 
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The vegetation of the area ranges from the high-lying sour grassveld covering the peaks and 

slopes, to the densely vegetated gullies and stands of "ouhout" as part of the indigenous 

component. It was perceived that the vegetation will remain a constant factor throughout the 

study and therefore it was not tested. 

Although Golden Gate is a part of South African National Parks (SANP), which has a policy of 

removing all alien vegetation, the role of the non-indigenous willows, Salix babylonica, and 

Populus species and their contribution to the scenic value of the area, should not be 

underestimated. For this reason it was decided to also view them as part of the vegetation of 

Golden Gate. This will now be discussed briefly. The importance of the specific type of 

vegetation with regard to the scenic beauty will be highlighted in the concise discussion of the 

different types of vegetation in Golden Gate (see Figure 3.4.B). 
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3.4.1 Themeda and Miscanthidium grassveld 

The high-lying Themeda and Miscanthidium grasses are typical sour grassveld and to a 

great extent indigenous and not disturbed. The grassveld is thick and protects the soils 

from erosion. This thick stands of grass also slow down the flow of water over the surface. 

3.4.1.1 Importance of the Themeda and Miscanthidium grassveld as an aspect of 

scenic beauty 

These grasslands cover large areas of the park and are responsible for 

the lush green colour of grass on the steep slopes during the summer 

when the area is moist with summer rains. The grass turns yellow to 

brown soon after the first cold spells of winter. The area is also dry 

during the cold winter. 

FIGURE 3.4.1: GRASSVELD OF GOLDEN GATE 
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3.4.2 LEUCOSIDEA SERICEA (OUHOUT TREES) 

The ouhout trees (Leucosidea sericea) belong to the rose family and are found in the 

gullies and along perennial streams in the lower areas of the park. Most of them appear on 

the Elliot formation. 

3.4.2.1 Importance of Leucosidea sericea as an aspect of scenic beauty 

These trees are the most common trees in Golden Gate and have a definite 

role to play in the scenic beauty of the area because most of the hiking trails go 

through stands of ouhout at the foot of the cliffs. They have an old appearance 

due to the twisted trunks of the fully-grown trees, which create a special 

atmosphere when one walks through areas in which they are abundant. They 

also have an added benefit towards the sense of place as they have a very 

pleasant smell when the leaves are crushed or broken by hikers passing 

through the area. 

FIGURE 3.4.2: STANDS OF Leucosidea sericea (OUHOUT) AT THE FOOT OF THE 

SANDSTONE CLIFFS 

■^ 
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3.4.3 SALIX BABYLONICA (WEEPING WILLOWS) 

Stands of Salix babylonica (weeping willows) appear along the Little Caledon River from 

approximately in front of Brandwag, downstream to Wilgenhof and further west beyond the 

park's boundary. 

3.4.3.1 Importance of Salix babylonica as an aspect of scenic beauty 

Some of these trees are very old and form an integral part of the scenic beauty 

of the park. In a personal interview with the park warden, Mr Lucius Moolman 

(2000), it was indicated that the park's programme of removing the weeping 

willows resulted in a public outcry and the trees had to be removed selectively 

in order to maintain some of the larger and more prominent trees. In a personal 

interview with Dr Hugo Bezuidenhout, Researcher: Scientific Services of 

SANP in Kimberley (2000), it was indicated that in current management plan 

for Golden Gate these willows should remain as they do indeed have a role to 

play in the sense of place of the area. 

FIGURE 3.4.3: Salix babylonica (WEEPING WILLOWS) ALONGSIDE THE BANKS OF THE 

LITTLE CALEDON RIVER IN THE WILGENHOF AREA 
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3.4.4 POPULUS NIGRA (LOMBARDY POPLAR) AND POPULUS CANESCENS (GREY 

POPLAR) 

Stands of exotic Populus nigra (Lombardy poplar) and Populus canescens (grey poplarj 

occur along the Little Caledon River and just west of Brandwag. These stands are in fact a 

problem when it comes to the ecological management of the park, but are mostly situated 

in areas that are not pristine, close to Brandwag. Therefore they should be easy to 

manage. 

3.4.4.1 Importance of Populus nigra (Lombardy poplar) and Populus canescens 

(grey poplarj as an aspect of scenic beauty 

The Populus nigra (Lombardy poplar) and Populus canescens (grey poplar) 

create a splendour of colour during autumn, which contributes to the scenic 

beauty and sense of place. During spring they have bright green leaves which 

add colour to the still greyish veld after the winter. 

FIGURE 3.4.4: POPLARS CLOSE TO BRANDWAG 



CHAPTER 4: THE SCENIC ZONES IN GOLDEN GATE 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Scenic zones can be identified on the basis of the geology, topography and vegetation, and the 

results of the questionnaires. 

The zoning concept is a management tool whereby certain regions, attributes or activities are 

grouped into different categories. This is done to limit the negative impact that incompatible 

activities could have on one another. In recognising the different categories in the overall 

planning of an area, the planners can strive to reach a situation where the relationship between 

different and even incompatible attributes or elements can be introduced to an area without 

impacting on one another, if negative impacts on different categories cannot be avoided, the 

planners must strive to keep the impacts to a minimum. 

The zoning of an area like Golden Gate into scenic zones will, if correctly applied, ensure that 

new activities and developments are positioned in such a manner that they are located in the 

area most suitable for such development or activity with the least impact on the other zones. This 

zoning concept should also guide South African National Parks (SANP) to remove or alter 

existing activities or developments to meet the development criteria for each identified scenic 

zone. This will lead to an ongoing improvement of the quality of the identified scenic zones. It 

must be borne in mind that each zone will have its own set of limiting criteria that will dictate the 

kind of development in that zone. 
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4.2 IDENTIFICATION OF THE SCENIC ZONES 

An integrated approach was followed to identify the different scenic zones in Golden Gate. 

Aspects like geology, slopes and vegetation, as discussed in Chapter 3, together with the current 

activities as discussed in this chapter, were taken into account in the identification of the different 

scenic zones: 

Geology: the geological composition of the area dictates the character of the area with regard 

to soils, slopes and vegetation. 

Slopes: the gradient of the general slopes on the different geological formations as indicated in 

Figure 3.1.A, 3.1.C and 3.1.D. 

Vegetation: the contribution of the different types of vegetation with regard to their contribution to 

scenic beauty. 

Current activities: an indication of the current activities in the area was used as a guide to 

establish the future use. 

Four scenic zones were identified, as indicated in Figure 4.3: 

Zone 1: Areas below the Clarens sandstone formation 

Zone 2: The Clarens sandstone formation 

Zone 3: The slopes above the Clarens sandstone formation 

Zone 4: Mountain crests on the Drakensberg formation 
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FIGURE 4.2: THE SCENIC ZONES 

Location: This zone is indicated as Zone 1 in Figure 4.2 and is represented by the light 

green zone in Figure 3.1.A. It lies between 1 800 and 2 000 metres above sea level in the 

park. 

Slopes: These are the areas indicated in Figure 3.1.C and 3.1.D as representing slopes 

no steeper that 15°. 

Geology: This zone consists mainly of the Elliot formation, as indicated in Figure 

3.1 .A and 3.1.B. 

Vegetation: Stands of Ouhout trees (Leucosidea sericea) appear in the low-lying areas 

and in the gullies. On the flat areas and along streams, Populus nigra (Lombardy poplar), 

Populus canescens (grey poplar), and Salix babylonica (weeping willows) appear with a 

variety of grasses in between, which represent the sour grassveld (Figure 3.4.B). 
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Current developments and activities: 

♦ The provincial throughroad R 712 and the Eskom lines cross this zone. 

♦ The Brandwag complex, Glen Reenen huts and camping sites, Wilgenhof Educational 

Centre, park offices, stables, staff housing, picnic site, sewage treatment plant for the 

tourism and staff component, and the dam between Wilgenhof and Brandwag are 

developments within this zone. Litter and rubbish is collected and removed to a 

certified site outside the park. Glen Reenen's sandstone and thatch building materials 

blend in well with the surroundings. The campsite at Glen Reenen and the picnic 

zones between Brandwag and Wilgenhof have the same building style and blend in 

well with the surroundings (see Figure 4.2.1 .B and 4.2.1 ,C). 

♦ The Brandwag complex reflects more of an Alpine building style with strong, hard 

lines. Its building matetrial does not blend in well with the surroundings. 

♦ All the shorter hiking routes and day routes cross this zone. There is already an 

erosion problem in some areas. Extensive erosion control with natural materials is 

important to limit erosion damage which can have a negative environmental and 

visual impact (see Figure 4.2.1 .D). 

♦ The Ribbok hiking trail frequently crosses this zone at Glen Reenen, Wilgenhof, 

Gladstone and Northern Brabant up to Ribbok hut. 

♦ Horseback riding takes place in this zone. 
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FIGURE 4.2.1.A: ALPINE BUILDING STYLE OF BRANDWAG 

FIGURE 4.2.1.B: THATCH AND SANDSTONE BUILDING STYLE OF GLEN REENEN 

FIGURE 4.2.1.C: SANDSTONE BUILDING STYLE OF THE PICNIC SPOT 
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FIGURE 4.2.1.D: EROSION CONTROL WITH NATURAL MATERIALS ALONG THE 

SHORTER HIKES 

4.2.2 ZONE 2: THE SANDSTONE CLIFFS 

Location: This zone is indicated as Zone 2 in Figure 4.2 and is represented by the 

orange zone in Figure 3.1.A. It lies between 2 000 and 2 100 metres above sea 

level in the park. 

Slopes: The slopes of this zone are very steep, generally in excess of 75°, as indicated in 

Figure 3.1.C and Figure 3.1.D. 

Geology: This zone consist of the Ciarens sandstone formation, as indicated in Figure 

3.1.A and Figure 3.1.B. 
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Vegetation: Vegetation in this zone is limited due to the steep slopes. It consists of sour 

grassveld, tuffs of grass, and the unique lichen growth in the wet areas along the cliffs. 

The weathered ravines have a dense vegetation of indigenous plants such as Ouhout 

trees (Leucosidea sericea) (see Figure 3.4.B). 

Current developments and activities: 

♦ Hiking at the foot of the cliffs (two to five hours and longer) into the weathered gullies 

up to Brandwag Rock and in and around the sandstone caves where accessible, 

especially to the south, or behind Brandwag. The overnight Ribbok Hiking Trail 

frequently crosses this zone at Brandwag, Boskloof and Wilgenhof up to the Ribbok 

hut (see 1:50 000 topographic map as Appendix 1). 

♦ Abseiling from a single lower outcrop in the vicinity of Northern Brabant. 

♦ The provincial throughroad R 712 crosses this zone. 

♦ Main tourist attraction and contributor to the scenic beauty. 

♦ Bird watching. 

ZONE 3: SLOPES ABOVE THE CLARENS SANDSTONE FORMATION 

Location: This zone is indicated as Zone 3 in Figure 4.2, It is represented by the steep 

brown zone in Figure 3.1 .A. It lies between 2 200 and 2 800 metres above sea level in the 

park. 

Slopes: This zone has very steep slopes, in the order of 25° to 30°, as indicated in 

Figure 3.1 .C and Figure 3.1 .D. 

Geology: This zone consists of the Drakensberg formation, as indicated in Figure 3.1.A 

and3.1.B. 

Vegetation: The steep slopes are covered by dense, cool, high-lying sour grassveld. 

There is a noticeable scarcity of trees, especially indigenous trees (see Figure 3.4.B). 
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Current activities and developments: 

♦ This zone accommodates the longer and more strenuous overnight Ribbok hiking trail. 

It crosses this zone when it goes from the Ribbok hut past Generaalskop and down to 

Glen Reenen (see 1:50 000 topographical map as Appendix 1). 

♦ The game viewing drives cross this zone north and south of the provincial road R712. 

♦ The provincial road R712 crosses this zone and is slightly lower than the surrounding 

surface to limit noise and visual pollution. 

♦ This zone helps create the mountainous character for which the park is so popular. 

4.2.4 ZONE 4: MOUNTAIN CRESTS ON THE DRAKENSBERG FORMATION 

Location: This zone is indicated as Zone 4 in Figure 4.2. In Figure 3.1 .A it is represented 

by the small, flat, red area above the brown zone. It lies as high as 2 426 metres above 

sea level in the park at Wodehouse Hill; 2 732 metres above sea level at Generaalskop; 

and 2 829 metres above sea level at Ribbokkop. 

Slopes: This zone consists of a small, narrow, flat area on the mountain crest. 

Geology: This zone is at the top of the Drakensberg formation. It consists of Drakensberg 

basalt (see figure 3.1 .A and Figure 3.1 ,B). 

Vegetation: The mountain crests are covered by cool, high-lying sour grassveld with no 

trees (see Figure 3.4.B). 

Current activities and developments: 

♦ Limited activities - only patrolling and nature conservation. 

♦ Contributes to the scenic beauty as it forms the prominent skyline. 

♦ A few communication structures have been erected, with the Telkom reflector as the 

most prominent structure in the vicinity of Wodehouse Hill directly north of Brandwag 

at a height of approximately 2 426 metres above sea level (see Figure 6.2.1). 
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4.3 EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION BY MEANS OF QUESTIONNAIRES 

During December 1999 and January 2000 a questionnaire was distributed to visitors staying 

overnight at Golden Gate, as it was perceived that they would have enough time during their stay 

to evaluate the issues contained in the questions for themselves and respond to them. An effort 

was made with this questionnaire to try and establish public opinion on certain visual aspects of 

Golden Gate (Appendix 2), 

4.3.1 GENERAL 

Section A of the questionnaire questioned visitors on the status of their visit to Golden 

Gate while Section B determined the duration of their current visit. The purpose of these 

first two questions was to establish a general profile of the visitors to Golden Gate. 

Sections C and D of the questionnaire were aimed at obtaining information that could be 

used in a travel-cost analysis to assist in assigning a monetary value to scenic beauty: 

Section C by determining the distance visitors had travelled to Golden Gate; and Section 

D by establishing the specific activities visitors engaged in while in the park. 

Section E of the questionnaire deals with factors relating to the scenic beauty of the area, 

environmental impact assessments and the value the public attaches to each of these 

factors. Section F deals with specific objects that are thought to have a perceived visual 

impact, whether negative or positive. Specific objects included the reflector screen, the 

spotlight shining on Brandwag at night, the high-lying tourist routes, and the provincial 

throughroad. This section was aimed at determining public perception. 
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In Section G of the questionnaire respondents were asked whether they would pay 

another visit to Golden Gate in the future and why. In evaluating the questions in this 

section, a further pattern of public perception of the scenic attributes of Golden Gate could 

be established. In Section H, respondents were asked whether they would be prepared to 

pay more for their accommodation at Golden Gate should the negative aspects pointed 

out be addressed so that the surroundings resembled a pristine environment more closely. 

Golden Gate can be considered a stopover destination for tourists using the provincial 

road R712 as part of the alternate route to the N3 toll road from Villiers to Clarens and 

Phuthaditjhaba and further south. Golden Gate itself can be viewed as a destination on its 

own as well. Although Golden Gate is situated on the throughroad, it was decided not to 

distribute questionnaires to the passer-by traffic. It was decided to only test the views of 

the visitors sleeping over at Golden Gate. This decision was taken due to costs and for 

practical reasons. 

4.4 RESULTS OF THE EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION 

A total of 178 questionnaires were received. This represents the views of 549 visitors. The 

questionnaires were divided into the following categories as they were received for the study 

period December 1999 to January 2000. The results for the different categories are attached as 

the following appendices: 

Appendix 3: First time visit to Golden Gate, duration 2 - 3 days, Dec 1999 to Jan 2000. 

Appendix 4: Repeated visits to Golden Gate, duration 2 - 3 days, Dec 1999 to Jan 2000. 

Appendix 5: First time visit to Golden Gate, duration one week, Dec 1999 to Jan 2000. 

Appendix 6: Repeated visit to Golden Gate, duration one week, Dec 1999 to Jan 2000. 

Appendix 7: Visit to Golden Gate two weeks and longer, Dec 1999 to Jan 2000. 

Appendix 8: Visits from foreign tourists, Dec 1999 to Jan 2000. 

Appendix 9: Total of all visits to Golden Gate (Appendix 3 to 8 combined), Dec 1999 to Jan 2000. 
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When the results of the questionnaires were evaluated, it was found that there were limited 

differences between the perceptions of the different groups in Appendix 3 to 8. The final results 

of all the questionnaires were drafted and are attached as Appendix 9. For the purpose of this 

study, all graphs and figures will refer to the set of results attached as Appendix 9, unless 

otherwise indicated. 

4.4.1 ACCOMMODATION PROFILE OF VISITORS 

The profile of the visitors to Golden Gate was tested in Section A and Section B of the 

questionnaire. Question 5 determined specific information on where respondents' stay 

during their visit to Golden Gate, and delivered the following results: 

Question 5.1 - Visitors to Brandwag = 60% of total visitors 

Question 5.2 - Visitors to Glen Reenen huts = 13% of total visitors 

Question 5.3 - Visitors to Glen Reenen campsite = 27% of total visitors 

FIGURE 4.4.1 A: ACCOMMODATION PROFILE OF VISITORS 

■ Brandwag 
D Glen Reenen huts 
■ Glen Reenen campsite 

Accommodation 

Accommodation in the Brandwag complex is the most expensive in the park and it also drew 

the most visitors. Brandwag is perceived to have the best view of the sandstone cliffs and 

high mountain peaks, which would seem to explain the popularity of this type of 

accommodation. Figure 4.4.1. B gives an indication of the said perspective. 
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FIGURE 4.4.1.B: THE VIEW FROM THE BRANDWAG COMPLEX 

The accommodation at Glen Reenen is cheaper than that at Brandwag. Glen Reenen is 

perceived to have a less dramatic view of the sandstone cliffs and high mountain peaks. 

Figure 4.4.1.C gives an indication of the said perspective. The Glen Reenen campsites 

are situated on the banks of the Klein Caledon River. It is assumed that visitors using this 

accommodation are not as concerned about a great view outside their tent because they 

are the people who mostly venture out on the different hikes and enjoy a much wider 

spectrum of scenic views across the park in general. 

FIGURE 4.4.1.C: VIEW FROM GLEN REENEN 
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TRAVEL-COST INFORMATION 

The travel-cost approach to assessing the visual value of a landscape was discussed in 

Chapter 2. Although there is some criticism against this method, certain elements can 

assist in assigning a monetary value to the scenic beauty of Golden Gate (see 2.2.1.4). 

Three elements that are particularly relevant in a travel-cost analysis are transportation 

costs; the cost of recreational equipment; and accommodation costs. 

4.4.2.1 Transportation costs 

Although Golden Gate is situated on the provincial throughroad R712, visitors 

come to Golden Gate to enjoy the scenic beauty itself and seldom use it as a 

stopover to another destination. This is clear from the results of the 

questionnaire where 95% of all visitors consider the scenic beauty of Golden 

Gate as important (Appendix 9, Question E1). This was further emphasised in 

the results of the questionnaire as only 3% of the visitors to Golden Gate 

during the study period were on their way to another destination (Appendix 9, 

question D2). 

Golden Gate is a park that was proclaimed to conserve the scenic beauty of 

the highlands of the eastern Free State. Visitors to the park travel from various 

areas throughout South Africa to visit the park. In the questionnaire it was 

established that visitors travel very long distances from all over South Africa 

and even Europe, providing reasonable variation in travel distance to ensure 

meaningful travel data. The total distance travelled to reach Golden Gate 

amounted to 77 034 km by road and 45 000 km by air (Appendix 9, Question 

C1). The tariffs of the Automobile Association used for the calculation are 

included in Appendix 10. 
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Transportation costs to Golden Gate as an element of the travel-cost approach 

to determining the monetary value of a scenic view, were determined on the 

basis of the results of Section C of the questionnaire (travelling distance). The 

following is an analysis of the results: 

TABLE 4.4.2.1: TRANSPORTATION COSTS TO GOLDEN GATE 

Transportation ' Destinations I Total 
method 

Tariff Total value In 
rands 

motorcar All over SA 77 034 km 61.4 c/km 
(AA tariff: 1 800 cc) 

R 47 298 

air travel Europe to SA 45 000 km 3 return tickets, at 
(R6 000/ticket) 

R 18 000 

Total R 65 298 

4.4.2.2 The cost of recreational equipment 

The travel-cost approach further indicates that the cost of recreational 

equipment also has to be taken into account in determining the monetary value 

of a scenic view. This was determined by analysing the results of Section D 

(respondents' activities during their stay at Golden Gate). The different 

activities people engage in during their stay provide clear indications of what 

possible costs or expenses they must have incurred to partake in these 

activities. One of the favourite activities in Golden Gate is hiking on the shorter 

and longer routes. To be able to take part in such an activity, it is important to 

be correctly equipped. The cost of equipping people meaningfully is in the 

order of R 5 500 per person (Appendix: 11). 

It is therefore clear that most of the elements in the travel-cost approach must 

be incorporated in order to understand the value of the scenic views in Golden 

Gate. 
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FIGURE 4.4.2.2.A: DIFFERENT ACTIVITIES AT GOLDEN GATE (SECTION D) 
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Ac tivi ties 

D D1: Just rest 

D D2: Stay overnight 

D D3:Hike short nature trail 

O D4:Overnight hike 

■ D5: Horse riding 

D D6: Game drive 

■ D7: Vulture restaurant 

□ D8: Visit Clarens 

■ D9: Visit cherry industry 

■ D10: Visit Sotho village 

D D 1 1 : Visit Phuthaditjhaba 

DD12: Any other 

From the above schedule of activities, hiking, as reflected in Question 3 (hike 

on nature trails) and Question 4 (hike on overnight trail), was chosen as an 

activity for which a substantial capital outlay has to be adequately equipped. It 

was also noticeable that hiking was indicated by 18% of the respondents as an 

activity in which they partake at Golden Gate. 

The activity of hiking was further investigated in Section E of the questionnaire. 

This indicated the preference of visitors for different hikes. 

From Figure 4.4.2.2.A it is clear that 18% of the visitors take part in short hikes 

and 3% of the visitors take part in longer hikes. This represents 21% of the 

respondents. 
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Figure 4.4.2.2.B indicates visitors' preference for different hikes: 

Question 2.1 - short hiking routes, 2 hours = 76% 

Question 2.2 - short hiking routes, 2 to 5 hours = 55% 

Questions 2.3 - long hikes, day and longer = 36% 

The above information was used to calculate further costs and preference for 

hiking as indicated below: 

FIGURE 4.4.2.2.B: THE IMPORTANCE OF TRAIL LENGTHS 

□ E 2 . 1 : H i k e 2 hours 

D E 2 . 2 : Hike 3 - 5 hours 

■ E 2.3: Hike a day and longer 

Trail length 

The total number of visitors to the area was 549. Twenty-one percent of this 

represents 115 visitors. A well known hiking outlet in Pretoria, Outdoor 

Warehouse, was approached to indicate what a realistic budget would be to 

equip a person to partake in hiking. It was indicated during a personal interview 

with a representative of the abovementioned outlet (2000), that it would cost 

approximately R 5 500 to obtain the necessary equipment to undertake short 

hiking routes (see Table 4.4.2.2. A basic list of hiking equipment was supplied, 

on which this cost estimate is based (Appendix 11). 
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TABLE 4.4.2.2: COST OF HIKING 

Number of people Cost/person Total value In rand 
115 visitors R5 500 R 632 500 

4.4.2.3 Accommodation costs 

The travel-cost approach further indicates, as previously discussed, that the 

cost of accommodation must also be taken into account when determining the 

value of a landscape. This information could not be obtained from the 

questionnaires. In a personal interview with the park manager, Mr Lucius 

Moolman (2000), the turnover figures for the different economic units within the 

park were obtained for the study period December 1999 to January 2000. 

These figures are attached as Appendix 12, and have been incorporated into 

Table 4.4.2.3. 

TABLE 4.4.2.3: TOTAL EXCHANGE FOR DECEMBER 1999 

No Item Value 
1 Total accommodation turnover R 453 229 
2 Total turnover on tourism R 962 249 
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4.4.3 THE USE OF THE HEDONIC PRICE MODEL 

As previously discussed, the hedonic price model indicates that the value of an area is 

not always related to the direct benefits of the area, but also to the complementary 

benefits. Two of the three complementary benefits could play a role in estimating the 

value of the scenic zones: 

♦ the commercial facilities in the area; 

♦ the recreational and environmental amenities of the area. 

Information with regard to commercial facilities in the area was obtained in a personal 

interview with the park manager, Mr Lucius Moolman (2000). Table 4.4.2.3 contains a 

summary of the total exchange for the research period. The complementary benefits 

would seem to play a role in this, but this could not be established. Some of the 

recreational amenities that could be calculated are indicated in Appendix 12. 

4.4.4 THE USE OF THE CONTINGENT VALUATION MODEL 

As previously discussed, the contingent valuation model attempts to obtain a direct 

answer to the question whether the public is willing to pay more for non-market goods 

such as scenic beauty, or at least an improvement within a system to ensure an 

improvement in a non-market element. The results of the questionnaires prove that a 'yes' 

or a 'no' answer is the only response that could be obtained. 

The detailed empirical assessment of the scenic zones will be further discussed in Chapter 5. 



CHAPTER 5: EMPIRICAL ASSESSMENT OF 

THE MONETARY VALUE OF THE SCENIC ZONES 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

In launching an effort to establish the monetary value of the different scenic zones, the different 

aspects shall be integrated, as discussed in Chapter 4. To further establish a value for a specific 

zone, elements of all three of the existing models shall be incorporated, as discussed in Chapter 2 

and Chapter 4. 

TABLE 5.1: MONETARY VALUE OF THE DIFFERENT SCENIC ZONES IN GOLDEN GATE 

Zoneno Scenic zone Attributes to 
establish value 

Value for study 
period in SA Rand 
(December 1999) 

1 ' Areas below the Clarens sandstone 
formation. 
(excluding the property value) 

Accommodation and 
total tourism turnover. 

R 962 249 

2 The Clarens sandstone formation. 1 .Travel costs 
2. Hiking costs 

R 65 298 
R 632 500 3 The slopes above the Clarens 

sandstone formation. 

1 .Travel costs 
2. Hiking costs 

R 65 298 
R 632 500 

4 Mountain crests on the Drakensberg 
formation. 

1 .Travel costs 
2. Hiking costs 

R 65 298 
R 632 500 

Total R 1 660 047 

5.2 ZONE 1: AREAS BELOW THE CLARENS SANDSTONE FORMATION 

From the above it can be established that Zone 1 has a monetary value in terms of the physical value 

of the infrastructure created in that zone. The contribution to the scenic beauty of the area does not 

really lie within this zone. This is the zone that can be developed to accommodate visitors and a 

range of different activities (see Figure 4.3). 
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Due to the fact that this zone is currently the zone that accommodates tourists, the travel-cost 

approach (Hotelling-Clawson-Knetch technique), as described in Chapter 2, was applied. The cost of 

accommodation was the relevant item. 

The hedonic price model was also considered as there are a considerable number of commercial 

facilities in this zone. This includes the restaurant, cafeteria and the curio shop at Brandwag, as well 

as the general shop and garage at Glen Reenen. 

This point of departure is clearly emphasised by the fact that 95% of the visitors tested during the 

research period indicated that they consider the scenic beauty of Golden Gate to be important 

(Appendix 9, Question E1). Most of the activities in which visitors will engage, will be scenic beauty-

related attributes, The number of positive responses in the questionnaire in response to the direct 

scenic beauty-related attributes, amounts to 59% (Appendix 9, Question D3, Question D4, Question 

D5 and Question D6), The number of positive responses in the questionnaire in response to the 

indirect scenic beauty-related attributes, amounts to a further 23% (Appendix 9, Question D8, 

Question D9, Question D10 and Question D11). To further complicate the issue of value, it must be 

noted that 4% of the visitors over the test period just rest and do nothing else at Golden Gate. The 

mere fact that the area has certain environmental, scenic and tranquil qualities, already contributes to 

the value of the area. In total this means that 86% of all visitors to Golden Gate engage in 

different activities with scenic beauty as the basis. 

This can provide a meaningful database on which to base future and current development decisions. 

To incorporate all these entities into a value, the total accommodation and tourist turnover for the 

study period was used, as supplied by the park manager and incorporated into Table 4.4.2.3. 
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The willingness to pay as an element of the contingent valuation model was used in the questionnaire 

in Question H1. 

From the total number of visitors to Golden Gate during the research period, 44% indicated that they 

were prepared to pay more should the negative environmental aspects be addressed. On the other 

hand, 56% indicated that they were not willing to pay more at this stage (Appendix 9, Question H1). 

The results have not been tested as a value, but a wide range of comments were received in 

response to this question. These range from purely financial aspects such as the fact that it would 

become too expensive for the average South African family to enjoy Golden Gate, to serious 

dissatisfaction with poor service. The fact that only 44% were willing to pay more, is a clear indication 

that the price structure at Golden Gate is at the limit of affordability for the general South African 

market, as it was tested in the questionnaires. Further increases in price may result in a decline of 

tourists in the South African market. 

The property value of the infrastructure was not incorporated as a value. It must be kept in mind that 

this property value might come into play once Zone 2, Zone 3 and Zone 4 have been degraded to 

such an extent that they no longer attract tourists. The property value will then become an added loss 

to South African National Parks (SAMP). 

5.3 ZONE 2: THE CLARENS SANDSTONE FORMATION 

This zone is the main attraction of Golden Gate. In terms of the value of scenic beauty, this is one of 

its main attributes. It is the selling point of Golden Gate as it features prominently in Golden Gate's 

tourism brochures (as indicated in Figure 5.3). 
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FIGURE 5.3: GOLDEN GATE TOURISM BROCHURE 

No stmctures occur in this zone and it is reasonably pristine. Due to the fact that no infrastructure 

exists in this zone, it does not accommodate tourists (see Figure 4.3). The travel-cost approach 

(Hotelling-Clawson-Knetch technique), as described in Chapter 2, was applied with regard to 

transportation and recreational equipment. The hedonic price model was also considered with regard 

to the recreational and environmental amenities of the area. To incorporate all these entities into a 

value, the transportation costs and the recreational equipment costs were used to determine the 

value of the zone as indicated in Table 5.1. 
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5.4 ZONE 3: THE SLOPES ABOVE THE CLARENS SANDSTONE FORMATION 

This zone also contributes to the scenic beauty of Golden Gate. The hiking trails utilise this zone for 

most of the shorter hikes. It therefore has a scenic as well as a recreational value. There are no 

structures in this zone (see Figure 4.3). It therefore has no infrastructure value. To determine a value 

for this zone, the same approach was used as for Zone 2. 

5.5 ZONE 4: MOUNTAIN CRESTS ON THE DRAKENSBERG FORMATION 

This is the zone where views of the mountainous landscape can be enjoyed. It has high and clear 

skylines that emphasise the uniqueness of the area. This zone forms the scenic backdrop to the 

colourful sandstone cliffs. There is virtually no infrastructure in this zone except for the Telkom 

reflector screen and some small radio masts (see Figure 6.2.1). To determine a value for this zone, 

the same approach was used as for Zone 2 and Zone 3. 

Fundamental to Table 5.1, it must be emphasised that the high monetary value of Zone 1 depends 

purely on the level ofpristinity of Zone 2, Zone 3 and Zone 4. Any change, degradation or negative 

impact on the essence of Zone 2, Zone 3 and Zone 4 and the scenic beauty thereof, will have a direct 

negative impact on the income or monetary value of Zone 1. 

This was clearly illustrated in the feedback from the questionnaires with regard to the different scenic 

objects as tested under Question F1 to F5 and Question G1 and G2. This will be discussed in 

Chapter 6. 



CHAPTER 6: EVALUATION OF THE DIFFERENT OBJECTS, 

VIEWS AND DEVELOPMENTS 

6.1 PUBLIC PERCEPTION OF VIEWS 

For the purpose of this study, certain objects were identified that may have a visual impact on the 

scenic beauty of the area. The public's perception of scenic beauty was tested in the questionnaire 

under Section F, which deals with the different objects that were identified. A short discussion of each 

of these objects will follow. An attempt will then be made to measure this perception against the 

perceived value (Chapter 5) of the specific scenic zone as discussed in Chapter 4. 

6.2 REFLECTOR SCREEN 

6.2.1 BACKGROUND 

On 12 January 1998 Telkom erected a 48 square metre reflector screen on the mountain crest 

at point height 2 426 in the vicinity of Wodehouse Hill, as indicated in Figure 6.2.1. The 

reflector screen is approximately 15 metres in height and is situated on the horizon directly to 

the north of the Brandwag complex (See 1:50 000 topographical map as Appendix 1). The 

purpose of this reflector screen was to provide a reliable communication channel, mainly for 

the administration and booking services of Golden Gate National Park. 
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FIGURE 6.2.1: TELKOM REFLECTOR SCREEN ON WODEHOUSE HILL 

The construction of such a structure is a listed activity under schedule 1, item 1(g) in terms of 

section 21 of the Environment Conservation Act, 1989 (Act 73 of 1989) as discussed in 

Chapter 2 (page 19). At that stage the current EIA regulations, as promulgated in terms of 

section 21,22 and 26 of the Act, had just come into effect with the date of commencement for 

that specific item being 5 January 1998. The structure was erected without the prescribed 

authorisation from the Minister of Environmental Affairs and Tourism, as prescribed in section 

22 of the Environment Conservation Act, 1989 (Department of Environmental Affairs and 

Tourism, 1999). 

By not complying with the EIA regulations, the prescribed EIA procedures were not followed. 

This meant that no alternative sites or alternative technologies were investigated. It also meant 

that the general public was not consulted with regard to the commencement of a listed activity 

inside a national park as is required under "alternatives" and "public participation" in the said 

regulations. 
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The construction of the reflector screen was completed without the EIA authorisation from the 

Minister of Environment Affairs and Tourism. This resulted in public objections to the Minister 

from, among others, the Mountain Club of South Africa. In the objections, the Minister was 

requested to ensure that the statutory procedures were followed with regard to this 

development as a listed activity in terms of the Environment Conservation Act, 1989 (Act 73 of 

1989). After correspondence between the Minister of Environment Affairs and Tourism and 

Telkom, it was decided to commence with an EIA process as if the said reflector did not exist. 

This EIA process is currently in motion. 

As the EIA process is an open and transparent process, data was obtained from the EIA 

process on the estimated cost of the construction, as well as on the proposed mitigation 

measures for the reflector as indicated in Table 6.2. This value will be used to measure the 

reflector screen against the perceived value of the scenic zone in which it is located. 

TABLE 6.2: ESTIMATED COST OF THE TELKOM REFLECTOR SCREEN 

No : Item ■ Cost in SA..Rand 
1 Construction cost of reflector on Wodehouse Hill. R 697 798 
2 Estimated cost to mitigate the visual impact on 

Wodehouse Hill. 
R 900 000 

Total R 1 597 798 

6.2.2 PUBLIC PERCEPTION OF THE TELKOM REFLECTOR SCREEN 

The public perception with regard to this object was tested under section F in the 

questionnaire (Question 1 and Question 2). From the questionnaires it became clear that 

visitors to Golden Gate view this as an intrusion on the scenic beauty of the area, as indicated 

in Figure 6.2.2. 
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FIGURE 6.2.2: PUBLIC PERCEPTION WITH REGARD TO THE TELKOM REFLECTOR 

SCREEN 

D Negative impact 
D Neutral 
D Positive impact 

Public perception 

62.3 DOES THE REFLECTOR SCREEN REPRESENT AN INTRUSION ON THE SPECIFIC 

SCENIC ZONE IN WHICH IT IS LOCATED? 

The reflector screen breaks the horizon or skyline atone of the most prominent sites within the 

park. This is possibly the most visually sensitive area in the park. Since the erection of the 

reflector screen, it is almost impossible to photograph Brandwag without the visual intrusion of 

the screen, as indicated in Figure 6.2.3.A and Figure 6.2.3.B. The reflector screen is clearly 

seen as a visual intrusion, as 64% of respondents indicate it as having a negative impact. Of 

the 34% of the respondents who gave it a neutral value, some of the respondents qualified 

their viewpoint to the effect that they feel it is useful for communication. Only 2% of the 

respondents indicated that it has a positive impact. The erection of the screen has had a 

negative impact on the most marketable photographic aspect of Golden Gate. 
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FIGURE 6.2.3.A: TELKOM REFLECTOR SCREEN AS VIEWED FROM THE BRANDWAG 

COMPLEX 

FIGURE 6.2.3.B: TELKOM REFLECTOR SCREEN AS VIEWED FROM GLEN REENEN CAMP 
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6.2.4 THE IMPACT OF THE REFLECTOR SCREEN ON THE PERCEIVED MONETARY VALUE 

OF THE SPECIFIC SCENIC ZONE 

The total value of Zone 4, in which the reflector screen is situated, is to the order of R697 798. 

This was calculated by adding the travel and hiking costs in Table 5.1 together. Should the 

accommodation and total tourism cost be added to the equation, the monetary value of the 

view could be as high as R1 660 047 per month. 

As the screen has a potential lifetime of approximately 20 years, the value of the scenic zone 

must also be multiplied by the corresponding number of years. As the value of the screen will 

remain constant at R697 798, its impact on the scenic beauty of the area will increase over 

time. It is therefore important to consider the removal of this visual intrusion as soon as 

possible as the total cost of the reflector screen is altogether outweighed by the scenic value 

of this specific zone, even in the short term and definitely in the long term when the question of 

sustainability comes into play, as discussed in Chapter 2. 

6.3 BRANDWAG LIGHT 

6.3.1 BACKGROUND 

During 1992 the park warden and the restcamp manager of Brandwag decided to install two 

floodlights at the foot of Brandwag rock to light it up at night. The intention was to create a 

scenically attractive object at night. This action received mixed reactions. While it provided a 

scenic view at night, the purists objected to it. It was therefore decided to test this against 

public perception, and to determine its value as an element of the scenic beauty of Golden 

Gate. 
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FIGURE 6.3.1 : BRANDWAG LIGHT 

6.3.2 PUBLIC PERCEPTION 

Public perception in respect of the light was tested in Question F3and F4 of the questionnaire. 

Only 12% of the respondents saw the light as being negative. The neutral viewpoint was taken 

by 34% of respondents; 54% of the respondents saw the floodlight against Brandwag Rock as 

being positive. 

FIGURE 6.3.2: PUBLIC PERCEPTION OF BRANDWAG LIGHT 

60% 

G Negative impact 
□ Neutral 
□ Positive impact 

Public perception 
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6.3.3 IS THE BRANDWAG LIGHT AN INTRUSION ON THE SPECIFIC SCENIC ZONE? 

From the responses, one can conclude that the public does not view this development as an 

intrusion. It is clear that it actually enhances the sense of place at Golden Gate, and should 

therefore be left as it is. 

6.3.4 THE IMPACT OF THE BRANDWAG LIGHT ON THE PERCEIVED MONETARY VALUE 

As this development is seen as being a positive aspect and as enhancing the sense of place, it 

actually adds to the monetary value of R19 920 564 for Zone 2, in which it is situated. It could 

also add to the monetary value of Zone 3 and Zone 4, but at night it is not visible when the 

floodlights are shining on Brandwag Rock. 

6.4 HIGH-LYING TOURIST ROUTES 

6.4.1 BACKGROUND 

Tourist routes form an integral part of a national park or any protected area. This is the way in 

which tourists can enjoy the scenic beauty of the area. Due to the specific nature and 

topography of the area, these routes are situated on the high-lying areas. 
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FIGURE 6.4.1 A: HIGH-LYING TOURIST ROUTES 

FIGURE 6.4.1.B: HIGH-LYING TOURIST ROUTES 

6.4.2 PUBLIC PERCEPTION OF THE HIGH-LYING TOURIST ROUTES 

The public perception of the high-lying tourist routes was tested in Question F5 and F6 of the 

questionnaire. The response was that 14% of the respondents saw this as having a negative 

impact; 55% saw it as being neutral; and 31 % indicated it to have a positive impact. 
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FIGURE 6.4.2: PUBLIC PERCEPTION OF THE HIGH-LYING TOURIST ROUTES 
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6.4.3 IS THE HIGH-LYING TOURIST ROUTES AN INTRUSION ON THE SPECIFIC SCENIC 

ZONE? 

The development of tourist or game viewing routes can be an intrusion if not properly planned 

and managed. The high neutral load is an indication that visitors enjoy and use these roads, 

but they must be correctly managed to ensure limited impact. 

64.4 THE IMPACT OF THE HIGH-LYING TOURIST ROUTES ON THE PERCEIVED MONETARY 

VALUE OF THE SPECIFIC SCENIC ZONE 

It is expensive to develop and maintain these roads due to their location in Zone 2 and Zone 3 

where the topography is such that any development must be managed intensively. These 

roads must be seen as a means to experience the scenic beauty and value of the area. None 

of the respondents (0%) were in favour of the possible removal of these roads. Thirty-four 

percent were neutral and 66% indicated that the roads should remain as they are. It must be 

stressed that if they are not properly managed, they could have a negative impact on the 

scenic beauty, and therefore impact negatively on a highly valued asset. 
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FIGURE 6.4.4: EROSION AND NEGATIVE IMPACTS ON HIGH-LYING TOURIST ROUTES THAT 

NEED TO BE MANAGED 

6.5. PROVINCIAL THROUGHROAD 

6.5.1 BACKGROUND 

The provincialthroughroad was an existing aspect when the park was proclaimed. This means 

that all servitudes and rights of way remained intact, even within the boundaries of a 

schedule 1 national park such as Golden Gate Highlands. It must also be borne in mind that it 

is the only access road to Golden Gate. The road has significant impacts on Brandwag and 

Glen Reenen. In interviews with personnel and visitors, it was indicated that besides the 

impact on the scenic beauty of the park, the throughroad also has a security risk in respect of 

theft, road accidents, noise pollution and other less acceptable social issues. This is not really 

part of the scenic assessment, but was included to ensure that the throughroad could be 

evaluated in its entirety. 
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FIGURE 6.5.1 .A: PROVINCIAL THROUGHROAD R712 AT BRANDWAG 
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FIGURE 6.5.1.B: PROVINCIAL THROUGHROAD R712 AT GLEN REENEN 
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FIGURE 6.5.1.C: PROVINCIAL THROUGHROAD R712 AT THE HIGH-LYING AREAS WITH 

HEAVY TRAFFIC PASSING THROUGH 

FIGURE 6.5.1 .D: THE PROVINCIAL THROUGHROAD R712 WITH VISUAL SCAR FROM ROAD-

BUILDING BORROWPITS 

green arrow: provincial throughroad 

red arrow: borrowpit scar 
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PUBLIC PERCEPTION WITH REGARD TO THE PROVINCIAL THROUGHROAD 

The public perception with regard to the provincial throughroad was tested in Questions 7 and 

Question 8.1 to 8.5 of the questionnaire. The negative impact was indicated by 55% of the 

respondents; 40% indicated a neutral position; whereas only 5% perceived the road to have a 

positive impact on the scenic value of the area. 

FIGURE 6.5.2: PUBLIC PERCEPTION WITH REGARD TO THE PROVINCIAL 

THROUGHROAD R712 
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Public perception 

6.5.2 IS THE PROVINCIAL THROUGHROAD AN INTRUSION ON THE SPECIFIC SCENIC 

ZONE? 

Only 5% of the respondents perceive the road as being a positive aspect. In view of that, the 

throughroad can be seen as an intrusion on the scenic beauty of Golden Gate. It impacts 

severely and directly on Zone 1, where it is a source of irritation to tourists at Brandwag, but 

even more so in Glen Reenen restcamp as well as in the adjacent camping area. 
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It further cuts through the most valuable Zone 2 east of Glen Reenen, and also through Zone 3 

and Zone 4 where it crosses the horizon to descend in the direction of Phuthadjtjhaba. Some 

effort was made to sink the road slightly in the transitional zone between Zone 3 and Zone 4 to 

limit the visual impact and to slightly dampen the effect of the noise as this is a road carrying 

heavy traffic that uses air brakes and exhaust breaks on the downhill road towards Golden 

Gate. 

THE IMPACT OF THE PROVINCIAL THROUGHROAD R712 ON THE PERCEIVED 

MONETARY VALUE OF THE SPECIFIC SCENIC ZONE 

During a personal interview with Ms J Bothma (2000) of the National Roads Agency, it was 

established that the 12 km section of the provincial road R712 cost approximately R 1,2 million 

(R100 000 per km) at the time of construction. This development impacts heavily on ail the 

scenic zones and thus impacts on a resource valued at R19 920 564 (R1 660 047 X12), for 

every year of its existence (See Table 5.1). It is therefore important to take a fresh look at the 

throughway and to implement strict management plans and procedures to prevent negative 

impacts on the value of the scenic beauty and sense of place of Golden Gate. 

As this was perceived to be something that will impact on all the scenic zones and which has 

been controversial in the past, it was decided to test the public's opinion on some of the 

possible management options with regard to the road. 
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TABLE 17: PUBLIC PERCEPTION ON SOME OF THE MANAGEMENT OPTIONS FOR THE 

PROVINCIAL THROUGHROAD R712 

70% 
60% 
50% 
40% 
30% 
20% 
10%-
0%-

Q8.1 Q8.2 Q8.3 Q 8.4 Q8.5 

Question 8.1 indicates that the respondents do not really want to close the road, as 64% 

regarded it in a negative light; 21% were neutral and only 15% reacted positively about closing 

the road. 

Question 8.2 indicates that 62% are in favour of strict speed control on a daily basis; 33% are 

neutral and a mere 8% are opposed to the idea of strict speed control. 

Question 8.3 indicates that 64% of the respondents only want light motor vehicles to be 

allowed on the road; 26% are neutral; and 11% are opposed to the idea. Enforcing this could 

be a problem, but this is a problem that must be dealt with by the Department of Transport. 

Question 8.4 indicates that 51 % of the respondents want the road to only provide throughway 

during park hours; 31% are neutral; and 18% are opposed to the idea. As with the limited 

access of vehicles on the road, this will be difficult to impose and will have to be dealt with by 

the Department of Transport. 

□ Negative 
D Neutral 
D Positive 
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Question 8.5 indicates that 40% of the respondents are positive towards the payment of a 

"throughroad fare"; 26% are neutral; and 34% are opposed to the idea. 

From the above it is clear that South African National Parks (SANP) should seriously consider 

strict daily speed control on a daily basis. An additional environmental tax can also be added 

to the fines imposed, for use in the mitigation efforts in Golden Gate, SANP should also 

consider all other management options in co-operation with Department of Transport, except 

the closure of the road. 



CHAPTER 7: PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT PARAMETERS FOR THE 

DIFFERENT SCENIC ZONES IN GOLDEN GATE 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

To ensure that current and future developments are executed in an environmentally sensitive manner 

taking the scenic beauty of the area as a resource into account, it is important to draw up a set of 

broad development parameters for developments within the different scenic zones of Golden Gate. 

The correct application of the development parameters should, in time, ensure that developments in 

this specific park move closer to the final goal of sustainability. 

All the aspects discussed in the previous chapters have been taken into consideration in establishing 

the development parameters. Strong emphasis was given to the fact that Golden Gate is a 

proclaimed schedule 1 national park and a prime tourist destination. This means that in some cases 

the development parameters will have more limitations than will be the case outside a national park. 

The development parameters, as contained in the Environmental Management Frameworks (EMFs) 

of the Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism (Department of Environmental Affairs and 

Tourism, 2000), were also considered in drafting the proposed development parameters. 

When applying the proposed development parameters, it might mean that neither the purist nor the 

hard-core developer's viewpoints will be totally satisfied. The development parameters should leave 

room for negotiation for developers and conservationists to engage in discussions around the issue 

of how and where the specific development can take place to ensure the maximum benefit for both 

parties, while promoting the best environmental fit for the proposed development. 
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In essence, it means that whenever developments are planned in this specific park, cognisance must 

be taken of these parameters during the planning and assessment phases - before any construction 

commences. 

7.2 PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT PARAMETERS FOR THE SCENIC ZONES IN GOLDEN GATE 

HIGHLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

The proposed development parameters for the different scenic zones identified in Golden Gate will 

now be discussed briefly. 

7.2.1 PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT PARAMETERS FOR ZONE 1: AREAS BELOW THE 

CLARENS FORMATION 

♦ This zone is generally tourism-orientated and developments should be dealt with in that 

context. Developments should take place within the context of the existing management 

plan for the park. 

♦ If a management plan does not exist for the park, it should be developed around the 

development parameters for the different scenic zones. 

♦ Management practices determined by the tourist market alone may affect the natural 

state of an area and the presence of tourists may affect sensitive natural systems. 

♦ The scenic character of the area should be conserved to keep the tourism character of 

the area intact and appropriate design measures should be adopted. 

♦ Destruction of grasslands will negatively affect the visual appeal of the landscape. 

♦ A destruction of the biodiversity should also be prevented. 

♦ Roads and infrastructure divide or fragment natural populations and change their 

behaviour. This must be limited, prevented or mitigated. 
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♦ Roadside erosion, also along hiking paths, must also be prevented. 

♦ Replacing the natural vegetation on all disturbed sites must be promoted. 

♦ Elevated structures in mountainous landscapes (cable networks, towers and masts) have 

severe visual impacts. Access roads to steep areas lead to erosion and visual scars. If 

towers and masts need to be erected, this is the zone on which they should be erected as 

they can be erected on slightly elevated land close to roads and power lines for 

construction and maintenance reasons. Care should be taken not to break horizons. The 

colour of the masts should blend in with the surroundings. Warning lights should be 

avoided at all costs. The structure, lattice, solid or mitigated structure should be 

considered carefully and should be environmentally sensitive. The sharing of structures 

by all users of telecommuniction structures like SANP, TELKOM, Vodacom, MTN, and 

others, should strongly be promoted. 

♦ When constructing and operating tourism facility sites, the removal of vegetation, 

revegetation and mitigation must be thoroughly assessed and should be environmentally 

sensitive. 

♦ This is the zone in which the majority of building activity takes place. The choice of 

building material should be thoroughly assessed so as to limit visual intrusion. The 

following guidelines should be followed: 

Natural materials such as sandstone, thatch and wood, should be used as far as 

possible. If it is to be harvested within the park, it should be harvested in an 

environmentally friendly manner according to a management plan. 

Keep colour, texture, density, shape and size in mind when planning the 

development and avoid hard straight lines. 

All building structures should be height restricted and should not exceed a double 

storey. Fills must be kept to a minimum. The natural contours should be followed. 
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♦ Roads should be slightly submerged to minimise noise and light pollution. Strict erosion 

control should be applied. Roads should follow contours. Avoid long straight roads. The 

road surface should be sensitive to colour. The use of light-coloured material such as 

cement rather than black tar in visually sensitive areas should be promoted. 

♦ Borrow pits for road building material should be located outside the park. 

♦ Daily speed law enforcement on different locations along the R712 should be introduced 

and intensive traffic calming methods such as heavy speed humps should be constructed 

immediately. 

♦ Hiking routes and hiking trails should follow the contours and should be stabilised with 

natural materials. The trails and routes should be visually screened from the tourist 

facilities to ensure an unspoilt scenic view as far as possible. 

♦ This zone is the zone in which to accept further expansion of infrastructure if necessary, 

but only after thorough assessment of ail possible impacts. 

7.2.2 PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT PARAMETERS FOR ZONE 2: THE CLARENS SANDSTONE 

FORMATION 

♦ This zone should only accommodate tourism and conservation related activities. 

♦ Development and construction against or in the direct vicinity of the sandstone cliff should 

be avoided as any such activities could negatively affect the scenic beauty or scenic 

value of the sandstone cliffs for tourism. 

♦ Management practices determined by the tourist market alone may affect the natural state 

of this zone. The presence of tourists may affect sensitive natural systems. When 

allowing tourists onto or close to the sandstone cliffs or the sandstone caves, it should be 

done on the basis of a strict management plan and on a controlled basis. 

♦ Destruction or disturbance of the biodiversity in this zone must be prevented. 
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♦ Destruction or disturbance of the stands of ouhout at the foot of the sandstone cliffs, the 

gully vegetation or the grasslands on top and on the sides of the sandstone cliffs will 

negatively affect the visual appeal of the landscape. 

♦ Replacement or rehabilitation of any disturbed area of natural vegetation should receive 

priority. 

♦ Roads and infrastructure in this zone must be limited to the existing infrastructure along 

the provincial throughroad R712. Ongoing intensive mitigation measures should be 

applied to soften the impact of the road. Roads should be slightly submerged to minimise 

noise and light pollution. Strict erosion control should be applied. Roads should follow 

contours. Long straight roads should be avoided. The road surface should be sensitive to 

colour. The use of light-coloured material such as cement rather than black tar in visually 

sensitive areas should be promoted. The tourism and game viewing roads should be 

managed to control erosion. They should follow contours and long straight lines should be 

avoided. It is important to apply traffic calming methods like speed humps. 

♦ Hiking trails should follow the contours and they should be stabilised with natural 

materials. The trails and routes should be visually screened from the tourist facilities to 

ensure an unspoilt scenic view, as far as possible. 

♦ A management plan should be in place limit roadside erosion at all roads and hiking 

routes. 

♦ Cable networks, towers and masts and similar elevated structures should be limited in this 

zone as they could have the potential to have a severe visual impact on the scenic beauty 

of this mountainous landscape. If structures need to be erected in this zone, their 

construction couid only commence after a thorough EIA. No horizon should be broken. 

Structures with the least visual impact should be considered. The painting of structures 

should blend in with the surroundings. Structure sharing by all users of 

telecommunication structures such as SANP, TELKOM, Vodacom, MTN, and others, 

should be promoted. No warning night lights should be allowed. 

♦ No buildings should be allowed in this zone. 
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7.2.3 PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT PARAMETERS FOR ZONE 3: THE SLOPES ABOVE THE 

CLARENS SANDSTONE FORMATION 

♦ Destruction of the biodiversity should be prevented. 

♦ Destruction of grasslands will negatively affect the visual appeal of the landscape. 

♦ Replacement of natural vegetation in previously disturbed areas must be a priority. 

♦ No power lines, cables, mast, towers or similar structures should be erected in this 

zone. 

♦ No buildings reservoirs or similar structures should be developed in this zone. 

♦ No roads should be allowed, except for well-managed patrol roads for limited official 

use. Extensive erosion control should be applied. The road surface should blend in with 

the surroundings. 

♦ Management practices determined by the tourist market alone may affect the natural 

state of an area and the presence of tourists may affect sensitive natural systems. Only 

wellmanaged hiking routes should be allowed in this zone. Hiking trails should follow 

the contours and should be stabilised with natural materials. The trails and routes 

should be visually screened from the tourist facilities to ensure an unspoilt scenic view 

as far as possible. A management plan should be in place to limit littering along hiking 

trails. 
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7.2.4 PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT PARAMETERS FOR ZONE 4: THE MOUNTAIN CRESTS ON 

THE DRAKENSBERG FORMATION 

♦ No breaking of the horizon should be allowed. Any intrusion will negatively affect the 

visual appeal of the landscape. 

♦ No power lines, cables, mast, towers or any similar structures should be erected in this 

zone. 

♦ No buildings, reservoirs or similar structures should be developed in this zone. 

♦ No tourism structures should be developed here. 

♦ No roads should be constructed, except for well managed patrol roads for limited official 

use. Extensive erosion control should be applied. The road surface should blend in with 

the surroundings. 

♦ The destruction of the biodiversity should be prevented. 

♦ Destruction of grasslands will negatively affect the visual appeal of the landscape. 

♦ Replacement of natural vegetation in disturbed areas should be a priority. 

♦ Limited hiking routes can be developed in this zone. Only well managed hiking trails 

should be allowed. Hiking routes should follow the contours and should be stabilised 

with natural materials. The trails and routes should be visually screened from the tourist 

facilities to ensure an unspoilt scenic view as far as possible. A management plan 

should be in place to limit littering along the hiking routes and hiking trails. The amount 

of people in this zone should be seriously limited due to its sensitive nature. 



CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION 

Upon conclusion of this study it became evident that: 

♦ Different scenic zones can be defined for Golden Gate by analysing the physical attributes of the 

area in terms of location, slopes, geology, vegetation and development, and recreational activities 

associated with a particular zone. Four different zones could be identified: 

- the areas below the Clarens sandstone formation; 

the Clarens sandstone formation; 

the slopes above the Clarens sandstone formation; 

mountain crests on the Drakensberg formation. 

These zones were identified on the basis of a literature study and on-site visits. These methods were 

scientifically acceptable and accurate. 

♦ Assigning a monetary value to each zone would be problematic, but was possible. The three models 

available to assess the visual value of a landscape (the travel-cost model, the hedonic model and the 

contingent valuation model) proved to be inadequate in terms of Golden Gate, as none of them 

exactly addressed the specific problems of Golden Gate. The most appropriate elements of all three 

models were used in the Golden Gate context. 

♦ Development parameters could be set for the different scenic zones in Golden Gate. These 

parameters, if properly applied, could ensure the integrity of the scenic beauty of Golden Gate. 
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For the purpose of this study, the amount of information gained by means of questionnaires appeared 

sufficient. The public perception could be tested against certain objects within the park. The method and 

questions were found to be accurate. Developing a South African model will however require more detailed 

information, focused on finer detailed aspects. By using different elements from the existing three methods 

to put a value to the scenic beauty, and evaluating the different visual objects, it was clear that the 

contribution of each object to the scenic value of the area is relative and difficult to measure. 

The data obtained were accurate forone month during the study period. It would be difficult to extrapolate it 

to a value for a 12-month period, as December and January (the study period) represents the peak tourism 

season for Golden Gate. 

None of the three models evaluated could be used as they are. Much more data will have to be gathered 

over a 12-month period. The data should comprise very fine detail. The important elements of the existing 

models to evaluate scenic beauty should be extracted and a unique South African model should be 

developed to evaluate South Africa's scenic beauty to assist in drafting development parameters for scenic 

areas as a whole. 

It is recommended that this study, which provides a good foundation for assigning a value to scenic beauty, 

should be used as a basis for a further study. Further study of the same study area, and comparing it to 

other national parks like Marekele National Park, Karoo National Park, Mountain Zebra National Park, 

Augrabies National Park, that also have a similarscenic element. This will provide more detail with regard to 

establishing a reliable model to value scenic beauty within the South African context. 
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APPENDIX 2 

VRAELYS : NATUURSKOON VAN GOLDEN GATE HOOGLAND NASIONALE PARK 
QUESTIONNAIRE: NATURAL BEAUTY OF GOLDEN GATE HIGHLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

MA-graad in Omgewingsbestuur: Mnr DWJ Smit: PU vir CHO 
MA degree in Environmental Management: Mr DWJ Smit: PU for CHO 

DOELWITTE / GOALS 

• Om 'n model te ontwikkel om die waardes van die uitsigte vas te stel binne die raamwerk van 'n Omgewingsinvloedstudie (OlS). / To 
develop a model whereby the values of views can be established within the framework of an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA). 

• Om die verskillende persepsies van 'n waardevolle uitsig te identiflseer. / To identify the different perceptions of a valuable view. 
• Om hierdie model teevalueer. / To evaluate the model. 
• Om hierdie model toe te pas op verskillende aspekte in Golden Gate. / To apply the model to different aspects in Golden Gate. 

INSTRUKSIES / INSTRUCTION 

Maak asb 'n duidelike X in die blokkie van u keuse 
Please make a clear X in the block of your choice 

A STATUS.VANU BESOEK AAN G'OLDEN.GATE/STATUS OF YOUR VISITTO GOLDEN GATE • 

1 Is hierdie u eerste besoek aan golden Gate Ja/Yes Nee/No 

2 Is u 'n gereelde besoeker aan Golden Gate?/Are you a regular visitor to Golden Gate? Ja/Yes Nee/No 

3 Hoeveel keer het u Golden Gate besoek oor die afgelope 5 jaar?/How many times have you visited Golden 

Gate during the past 5 years? 

; 4 ; . ; Hoeveel keer het u Golden Gate voor 1985 besoek?/How many times did you visit Golden Gate prior to 1985? 

.%■[ Waar gaan u gewoonlik tuis as u Golden Gate besoek?/Where do you normally stay during your visit to Golden Gate? 

5:1 Brandwag Ja/Yes Nee/No 

-5.2 Glen Reenen: Hutte/Rondavel Ja/Yes Nee/No 

,'5.3 Glen Reenen: Kampeerplek/camping site Ja/Yes 

■6 . Hoeveel mense is tans in u groep?/How many people are in your current group? 

; B ' : -D,yURVANUHUIDIGEBESOEK?/DURAT!ON OF YOUR CURRENT VISIT?. . . . . . ' 

1 2-3dae/days 

2 Een week/one week 

3. • Twee weke/Two weeks 

4-V Laner as twee weke/more than two weeks 

';.£. REISAFSTAND/TRAVELING DISTANCE . - . ' / ' - / . ; 

•'i: ' Hoe ver is Golden Gate vanaf u woonplek af in Kilometer?/How far is Golden Gate from your home in kilometers? Km 

;D:\, AKTIWiTBTETYDENSU BESOEK AANGOLDEN GATE/ACTIVITIES DURING YOUR VISIT TO GOLDEN.GATE. /. • ' \-\ 

'"i; "I Rus net, doen niks verder nie/Just rest, do not anything else Ja/Yes Nee/No 

2 -V Slaap oor op pad na 'n ander bestemming/Only spend the night en route to another destination Ja/Yes Nee/No 

3,' ' Stap kort dagroetes/Hike on short nature trails Ja/Yes Nee/No 

4 ' . Stap oornag roete (Ribbok-staproete)/Hike on the overnight routes (Ribbok trail). Ja/Yes Nee/No 

.5 ' Onderneem graag perderitte/Horseback riding Ja/Yes Nee/No 

6 • Ry per motor op wildbesigtingsroetes of uitsigroetes/Game viewing and enjoy the scenic beauty Ja/Yes Nee/No 

n. Besoek die aasvoel restaurant/ Visit the vulture restaurant Ja/Yes Nee/No 

. 8 - Ry in omgewing rond, besoek Clarance/Drives to the surrounding areas, visit Clarance Ja/Yes Nee/No 

•9''. ' Ry in omgewing rond, besoek kersiebedryf/Drives to the surrounding areas, visit cherry industry Ja/Yes Nee/No 

..10 • Ry in omgewing rond, besoek Sotho-kultuurdorpie/Drives to the surrounding areas, visit Sotho Cultural Village Ja/Yes Nee/No 

1t' : Ry in omgewing rond, besoek Phuthaditjaba/Drives to the surrounding areas, visit Phuthaditjaba Ja/Yes Nee/No 

12 Enige ander?/Any other? Ja/Yes Nee/No 



E FAKTORE/FACTORS . . • • • " ' ; . ; . . . •Nie = " 

belangrik 

not . 

important 

Neutraal. Baie 

NeutraK belangrik 

■ Very 

important 

1.. Hoe belangrik is die natuurskoon in Golden Gate vir u?/How important do you consider 

the scenic beauty of Golden Gate? 

i 2 ' Hoe belangrik is dit vir u om een of meer van die volgende wandelroetes te onderneem? 

How importanf is if for you fo be able fo fake one or more of fhe following nature trails? 

■- 2 . 1 . Kort roetes: 2 ure / Short routes 2 hours 

'.2.2 Langer roetes 3 tot 5 ure / Longer routes 3 to 5 hours 

•2.3 Dagroetes en langer/ Day routes and longer 

3 In hoe 'n belangrike lig sal u dit beskou indien daar ontwikkelings sou plaasvind wat die 

natuurskoon negatief sou beinvloed? / What would the significance be of any 

developments that would affect the scenic beauty negatively? 

•A. ■ Hoe belangrik sou dit wees om 'n omgewingsinvloedstudie vooraf te doen voordat 

projekte wat die natuurskoon negatief kan beinvloed 'n aanvang neem? / How important 

do you consider it to be for an environmental impact study to be undertaken before any 

projects are embarked upon that would have a negative effect on the scenic beauty? 

5 Hoe belangrik sou u reken sou dit wees om vir sulke projekte vooraf, gedurende die 

omgewingsinvloedsfudie, alternatiewe te oorweeg? / How important do you consider it 

to be for alternatives to be considered during an environmental impact study before 

such project are initiated? 

.6 Hoe belangrik sou u reken is dit om tydens die omgewingsinvloedstudie, veral in 

nasionale parke, die algemene publiek te ken in die besluite? / How important would 

you consider it to beto consult with the general public during fhe environmental impact 

study, particularly in national parks? 

7 ' Hoe belangrik is 'n ongeskonde uitsig van die berglandskap vir u? / How important do 

you consider a pristine view of the mountain landscape to be? 

;'F • OBJEKTE/OBJECTS ".'■•■' 

: i Bo-op die berg is 'n reflektorskerm: Sou u reken dat dit 'n negatiewe of 'n positiewe 

invloed op die natuurskoon teen die berg het? 

There is a reflector screen on top of fhe mountain: Would you say this has a negative or 

positive effect on the natural features of the mountain? 

Negatief 

Negative 

Neutraal 

Neutral 

Positief 

Positive 

2 Wat sou u reken moet met die skerm gedoen word? 

What do you think should be done about the screen? 

Verwyder 

Remove 

Kamoefleer. 

Camoflage 

Los dit 

Leave it 

3 Watter invloed sou u reken het die lig snags teen Brandwag op die natuurskoon? 

What effect do you think fhe light shining against Brandwag at night has on the natural 

features? 

Negatief 

Negative 

Neutraal 

Neufral 

Positief 

Positive 

4 ' Wat sou u reken moet met die lig gedoen word? 

What do you think should be done about the light? 

Verwyder 

Remove 

Neutraal 

Neutral 

Los dit 

Leave it 

-5 Watter invloed sou u reken het die hoogliggendetoeriste paaie/wildbesigtingsroetes op 

die natuurskoon? 

What effect would you say do the high-laying tourist roads / game viewing routes have 

on the natural beauty? 

Negatief 

Negative 

Neutraal 

Neufral 

Positief 

Positive 

6, •■- Wat sou u reken moet met hierdie paaie gedoen word? 

What would you say should be done about these roads? 

Toemaak 

Closed 

Invloed versag 

Mitigated 

Los dit 

Leave it 



.7 Watter invloed sou u reken het die deurpad op die natuurskoon? 

What effect would you say does the throughway have on the natural beauty? 

Negatief 

Negative 

Neutraal 

Neutral 

Positief 

Positive 

■:8 Wat verkies u moet met die deurpad gedoen word? 

What must be done with the throughway? 

8.1 Sluit die pad / Close the road. Negatief 

Negative 

Neutraal 

Neutral 

Positief 

Positive 

8.2 Streng spoedkonlrole op 'n daaglikse basis. 

Strict speed control on a daily basis, 

Negatief 

Negative 

Neutraal 

Neutral 

Positief 

Positive 

8.3 Deurgang beperk tot ligte motorvoertuie. 

Throughway limited to motor vehicles only. 

Negatief 

Negative 

Neutraal 

Neutral 

Positief 

Positive 

8.4 Deurgang slegs beperk lot die parkure. 

Throughway limited to park hours only. 

Negatief 

Negative 

Neutraal 

Neutral 

Positief 

Positive 

8.5 Betaling van 'n "deurgangsgeld." 

Payment of a "throughway fare." 

Negatief 

Negative 

Neutraal 

Neutral 

Positief 

Positive 

G PERSPEKTIEF / PERSPECTIVE 

1 Sal u graag weer 'n besoek aan Golden Gate wil bring? 

Would you like to pay another visit to Golden Gate? 

Ja/Yes Nee / No 

2 Waarom ? 

Why? 

H STEL.LING / STATEMENT 

1 Sal u bereid wees om meer te betaal vir verblyf in Golden Gale indien die negatiewe aspekte wat u 

uitgewys het, aangespreek word en die omgewing nader aan die ongeskonde staat beweeg? 

Would you be prepared to pay moire for your accommodation at Golden Gate should the negative 

aspects pointed out be addressed and the surroundings more closely resembles a pristine 

environment? 

Ja/Yes Nee / No 

Baie dankie vir u bydra. Sal u so gaaf wees om u voltooide vraelys in die houer by ontvangs te plaas. Geniet u vakansie verder. 
Thank you for your co-operation. Would you please be so kind as to place your completed questionnaire in the box at reception Enjoy the rest of 
your holiday. 

Danie Smit 

Hoof Navorser/Chief Researcher 
MA-graad in Omgewingsbestuur: Mnr DWJ Smit: PU vir CHO, 118164492 
MA degree in Environmental Management: Mr DWJ Smit: PU for CHO, 118164492 
Studieleier: Prof. AB. de Villiers, Departement van Geografie, PU for CHO, 
Study leader: Prof. AB. de Villiers, Department of Geography, PU for CHO. 

Navrae / Enquieries: Mr DWJ Smit, (012) 310-3659 (w) (012) 547-0379 (h) 083 789 0379 e-mail / e-pos: jsmit@iafrica.com 

mailto:jsmit@iafrica.com


APPENDIX 3 

QUESTIONARE RESULTS 

APPENDIX 3: FIRST TIME VISIT TO GOLDEN GATE: 2 - 3 DAYS 

A STATUS OF VISIT TO GOLDEN GATE 
1 Is this your first visit to golden Gate? No N/A N/A Yes 60 100% 
2 Are you a regular visitor? No 60 100% Yes - -
3 How many visits during last 5 years? N/A 
4 How many visits before 1985? N/A 
5.1 We usually stay at Brandwag. Yes 39 64% 
5.2 We usually stay at Glen Reenen, huts. Yes 8 12% 
5.3 We usually stay at Glen Reenen, camping. Yes 15 24% 
6 Amount of people in group. 160 
B DURATION OF OUR VISIT 
1 2 - 3 days, 1 week. 2 weeks, more. Yes 60 100% 
C TRAVELING DISTANCE 
1 Total distance in Km of all | 33 770 Km 
D ACTIVITIES DURING YOUR VISIT 
1 Just rest, do nothing. NO - - Yes 15 7% 
2 Over night to another destination. NO ■ - Yes 12 6% 
3 Hike on short nature trails. No - - Yes 41 19% 
4 Hike on overnight routes (Ribok Trail). No - - Yes 2 1% 
5 Horse back riding. No - - Yes 22 10% 
6 Game / Natural scenery drives in the Park. No - - Yes 43 20% 
7 Visit the vulture restaurant. No - - Yes 28 13% 
8 Surrounding area: Clarence. No " - Yes 30 14% 
9 Surrounding area: Cherry industry. No - Yes 4 2% 
10 Surrounding area: Sotho Cultural Village No - - Yes 15 7% 
11 Surrounding area: Phuthaditjhaba No - Yes 2 1% 
12 Any other. No - Yes 0 0% 
E FACTORS 
1 How important do you consider the Scenic 

Beauty of Golden gate National Park? 
Not 
N8 

0 0% Neti 2 4% NB 57 96% 

2.1 How important is it for you to take a short 
hiking route (2 hours). 

Not 
N8 

3 5% Neu 7 11% NB 51 84% 

2.2 How important is it for you to take a short 
hiking route ( 3 -5 hours). 

Not 
NB 

7 13% Neu 20 36% NB 29 51% 

2.3 How important is it for you to take long 
hiking routes (Day and longer). 

Not 
NB 

27 45% Neu 18 30% NB 15 25% 

3 Is developments that could affect the scenic 
beauty important / significant to you? 

Not 
NB 

0 0% Neu 4 7% NB 57 93% 

4 How important is an EIA before the 
commencement of projects that could affect 
the scenic beauty negatively? 

Not 
NB 

0 0% Neu 5 8% NB 56 92% 

^5~ How important is it to consider alternatives 
during the EIA for such projects? 

Not 
NB 

1 2% Neu 17 28% NB 43 70% 

6 How important is public participation during 
ElAs for projects inside National Parks? 

Not 
NB 

9 15% Neu 11 18% NB 41 67% 

7 How important is a pristine view of the 
mountain landscape in Golden Gate? 

Not 0 0% Neu 3 5% NB 59 95% 



2 

F OBJECTS 
1 Does the reflector screen on top of the 

mountain have a negative or a positive 
impact on scenic beauty of the mountain? 

44 72% Neu 15 25% Pos 2 3% 

2 What should be done about the screen? 
Remove(-), Camouflage(O), Leave (+) 

Nag 31 51% Neu 25 41% Pos 5 8% 

3 What is the effect of the light shining against 
Brandwag at night? 

Neg 9 15% Neu 24 39% Pos 28 46% 

4 What should be done about the light? 
Remove(-), Neutral(O), Leave (+) 

Neg 9 15% Neu 24 39% Pos 28 46% 

5 What is the impact of the high-lying game 
view routes on scenic beauty? 

Neg 10 16% Neu 38 63% Pos 13 21% 

6 What should be done about these routes? 
Remove(-), Neutral(O), Leave (+) 

Neg 0 0% Neu 24 40% Pos 36 60% 

7 What effect does the throughway have on 
scenic beauty? 

Neg 40 66% Neu 18 30% Pos 3 4% 

8.1 Must the throughway be closed? Neg 34 68% Neu 6 12% Pos 10 20% 
8.2 Strict speed control on a daily basis? Neg 3 6% Neu 20 38% Pos 29 56% 
8.3 Throughway limited to motor vehicles only? Neg 3 6% Neu 13 24% Pos 38 70% 
8.4 Throughway limited to park hours only? Neg 8 15% Neu 15 27% Pos 32 58% 
8.5 Payment of a "throughway" fare? 1 19 38% Neu 110 20% Pos 21 42% 
G PERSPECTIVES 
1 Would you like to pay another visit? | 4 6% | 58 | 94% 
2 Why? Scenic beauty, peace for the soul, passion for mountains, most 

beautiful place on earth, relaxing, to see Bearded Vulture. 
H STATEMENT 
1 Would you be prepared to pay more for your 1 1 34 

accommodation at Golden Gate should the 1 
Negative aspects pointed out be addressed 1 
and the surroundings more closely resemble 1 
a pristine environment? 

58% Pos 25 42% 

(DWJ Smit: 2000) 

(End of Appendix 3) 
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APPENDIX 4 

QUESTIONARE RESULTS 

APPENDIX 4: REPEATED VISIT TO GOLDEN GATE: 2 - 3 DAYS 

A STATUS OF VISIT TO GOLOEN GATE 
1 Is this your first visit to golden Gate? No 54 100% Yes N/A N/A 
2 Are you a regular visitor? No 37 66% Yes 19 34% 
3 How many visits during last 5 years? Average of 5 
4 How many visits before 1985? Average of 1 
5.1 We usually stay at Brandwag. Yes 37 58% 
5.2 We usually stay at Glen Reenen, huts. Yes 9 14% 
5.3 We usually stay at Glen Reenen, camping. Yes 18 28% 
6 Amount of people in group. 186 
B DURATION OF OUR VISIT 
1 2 - 3 days . ^ Yes 56 100% 
c TRAVELING DISTANCE 
1 Total distance in Km of all 21 798 Km 
D ACTIVITIES DURING YOUR VISIT 
1 Just rest, do nothing. No - Yes 10 4% 
2 Over night to another destination. No - Yes 13 6% 
3 Hike on short nature trails. No - Yes 44 19% 
4 Hike on overnight routes (Ribok Trail). No - - Yes 9 4% 
5 Horse back riding. No - - Yes 22 10% 
6 Game / Natural scenery drives in the Park. No ■ - Yes 46 20% 
7 Visit the vulture restaurant. No - - Yes 21 9% 
8 Surrounding area: Clarence. No - - Yes 28 12% 
9 Surrounding area: Cherry industry. No _ - Yes 10 4% 
10 Surrounding area: Sotho Cultural Village No - -

■ 
Yes 16 7% 

11 Surrounding area: Phuthaditjhaba No - - Yes 9 4% 
12 Any other. No - - Yes 0 0% 
E FACTORS 
1 How important do you consider the Scenic 

Beauty of Golden gate National Park? 
Not 
NB 

0 0% Neu 2 4% NB 54 96% 

2.1 How important is it for you to take a short 
hiking route (2 hours). 

Not 
NB 

6 14% H^Jeu 13 30% NB 24 56% 

2.2 How important is it for you to take a short 
hiking route (3 -5 hours). 

Not 
NB 

16 26% Neu 11 18% NB , 35 56% 

2.3 How important is it for you to take long 
hiking routes (Day and longer). 

Not 
NB 

17 27% Neu 12 19% NB 35 54% 

3 Is developments that could affect the scenic 
beauty important / significant to you? 

Not 
NB 

0 0% Neu 3 12% NB 22 88% 

4 How important is an EIA before the 
commencement of projects that could affect 
the scenic beauty negatively? 

Not 
NB 

' 

2% Neu 3 7% NB 39 91% 

5 How important is it to consider alternatives 
during the EIA for such projects? 

Not 
NB 

0 0% Neu 4 9% NB 39 91% 

6 How important is public participation during 
ElAs for projects inside National Parks? 

Not 
NB 

o 0% Neu 4 10% NB 35 90% 

7 How important is a pristine view of the 
mountain landscape in Golden Gate? 

Not 0 0% Neu 4 10% NB 35 90% 
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F OBJECTS 
1 Does the reflector screen on top of the 

mountain have a negative or a positive 
impact on scenic beauty of the mountain? 

Neg 36 65% Neu 17 31% Pos 2 4% 

2 What should be done about the screen? 
Remove(-), Camouflage(O), Leave (+) 

Neg 23 40% Neu 23 40% Pos 12 20% 

3 What is the effect of the light shining against 
Brandwag at night? 

Neg 8 14% Neu 23 40% Pos 33 59% 

4 What should be done about the light? 
Remove(-), Neutral(O), Leave (+) 

Neg 5 9% Neu 18 32% Pos 33 59% 

5 What is the impact of the high-lying game 
view routes on scenic beauty? 

NeO 8 15% Neu 28 54% Pos 16 31% 

6 What should be done about these routes? 
Remove(-), Neutral(O), Leave (+) 

Neg 0 0% Neu 10 18% Pos 44 82% 

7 What effect does the throughway have on 
scenic beauty? 

Neg 28 51% Neu 24 44% Pos 3 5% 

8.1 Must the throughway be closed? Neg 31 58% Neu 13 25% Pos 9 17% 
8.2 Strict speed control on a daily basis? Nag 4 8% Neu 13 25% Pos 34 67% 
8.3 Throughway limited to motor vehicles only? Neg 5 10% Neu 14 29% Pos 29 61% 
8.4 Throughway limited to park hours only? Nag 10 20% Neu 9 18% Pos 30 62% 
8.5 Payment of a "throughway" fare? Neg 18 34% Neu 15 28% Pos 20 38% 
G PERSPECTIVES 
1 Would you like to pay another visit? 2 4% Pos 52 96% 
2 Why? Peace and quiet, beautiful, clean fresh mountain air, special place, 

stopover on journey. 
H STATEMENT 
1 Would you be prepared to pay more for your 

accommodation at Golden Gate should the 
Negative aspects pointed out be addressed 
and the surroundings more closely resemble 
a pristine environment? 

30 57% Pos 23 43% 

(DWJ Smit: 2000) 

(End of Appendix 4). 

I 
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APPENDIX 5 

QUESTIONARE RESULTS 

APPENDIX 5 : FIRST TIME VISITTO GOLDEN GATE: ONE WEEK. 

A STATUS OF VISIT TO GOLDEN GATE 
1 Is this your first visit to golden Gate? NO N/A N/A Yes 12 100% 
2 Are you a regular visitor? * L 12 100% Yes N/A N/A 
3 How many visits during last 5 years? 

* L 
0 

4 How many visits before 1985? 0 
5.1 We usually stay at Brandwag. Yes 5 38% 
5.2 We usually stay at Glen Reenen, huts. Yes 1 8% 
5.3 We usually stay at Glen Reenen, camping. Yes 7 54% 
6 Amount of people in group. 58 . 
B DURATION OF OUR VISIT 
1 1 week | Yes 12 100% 
C TRAVELING DISTANCE 
1 Total distance in Km of all. 5 785 Km 
D ACTIVITIES DURING YOUR VISIT 
1 Just rest, do nothing. | - - Yes 2 3% 
2 Over night to another destination. No | - - Yes 0 0% 
3 Hike on short nature trails. No - - Yes 11 18% 
4 Hike on overnight routes (Ribok Trail). No - - Yes 2 3% 
5 Horse back riding. No - Yes 7 11% 
6 Game / Natural scenery drives in the Park. No " - Yes 10 16% 
7 Visit the vulture restaurant. NO - Yes 6 10% 
8 Surrounding area: Clarence. No - - Yes 10 16% 
9 Surrounding area: Cherry industry. No - - Yes 4 6% 
10 Surrounding area: Sotho Cultural Village No - - Yes 8 13% 
11 Surrounding area: Phuthaditjhaba No - - Yes 2 3% 
12 Any other. No - - Yes 0 0% 
E FACTORS 
1 How important do you consider the Scenic 

Beauty of Golden gate National Park? 
Not 
NB 

0 0% Neu 0 0% NB 13 100% 

2.1 How important is it for you to take a short 
hiking route (2 hours). 

Not 
NB 

0 0% Neu 2 16% NB 10 84% 

2.2 How important is it for you to take a short 
hiking route ( 3 -5 hours). 

Not 
N8 

0 36% Neu 7 58% NB 5 42% 

2.3 How important is it for you to take long 
hiking routes (Day and longer). 

Not 
NB 

4 36% Neu 3 27% NB 4 36% 

3 Is developments that could affect the scenic 
beauty important / significant to you? 

Not 
NB 

1 7% Neu 0 0% NB 13 93% 

4 How important is an EIA before the 
commencement of projects that could affect 
the scenic beauty negatively? 

1 ° 
NB 

0% Neu 0 0% NB 13 100% 

5 How important is it to consider alternatives 
during the EIA for such projects? 

1 ° 
NB 

0% Neu 0 0% NB 13 100% 

6 How important is public participation during 
ElAs for projects inside National Parks? 

1 ° 
NB 

0% Neu 3 21% NB 11 79% 

7 How important is a pristine view of the 
mountain landscape in Golden Gate? 1 ° 0% Neu 0 0% NB 13 100% 
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F OBJECTS 
1 Does the reflector screen on top of the 

mountain have a negative or a positive 
impact on scenic beauty of the mountain? 

^ 

42% Neu 7 58% Poe 0 0% 

2 What should be done about the screen? 
Remove(-), Camouflage(O), Leave (+) ^ ■ 15% Neu 4 31% Pos 7 54% 

3 What is the effect of the light shining against 
Brandwag at night? 

Neg 1 8% Neu 4 33% Pos 7 59% 

4 What should be done about the light? 
Remove(-), Neutral(O), Leave (+) 

Neg 0 0% Neu 2 16% Pos 10 83% 

5 What is the impact of the high-lying game 
view routes on scenic beauty? 

Neg 0 0% Neu 7 585 Pos 5 42% 

6 What should be done about these routes? 
Remove(-), Neutral(O), Leave (+) 

Neg 0 0% Neu 4 33% Pos 8 67% 

7 What effect does the throughway have on 
scenic beauty? 

Neg 7 58% Neu 4 345 Pos 1 8% 

8.1 Must the throughway be closed? Nag 4 44% Neu 4 44% Pos 1 12% 
8.2 Strict speed control on a daily basis? 0 0% Neu 0 0% Pos 9 100% 
8.3 Throughway limited to motor vehicles only? 

Neg 

0 0% Neu 0 0% Pos 9 100% 
8.4 Throughway limited to park hours only? 

Neg 
0 0% Neu 3 38% Pos 5 62% 

8.5 Payment of a "throughway" fare? Neg 0 0% Neu 1 11% Pos 8 89% 
G PERSPECTIVES 
1 Would you like to pay another visit? ■M ' 8% I 10 91% 
2 Why? Scenic beauty, hiking trails, relax, tranquillity 
H STATEMENT 
1 Would you be prepared to pay more for your I h 1 4 

accommodation at Golden Gate should the 1 
Negative aspects pointed out be addressed 
and the surroundings more closely resemble 1 
a pristine environment? 

33% Pos 7 57% 

(DWJ Smit: 2000) 

(End of Appendix 5). 
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APPENDIX 6 

QUESTIONARE RESULTS 

APPENDIX 6: REPEATED VISIT TO GOLDEN GATE: ONE WEEK VISIT. 

A STATUS OF VISIT TO GOLDEN GATE 
1 Is this your first visit to golden Gate? No 31 100% Yes N7 

A 
N/A 

l _2_ Are you a regular visitor? No 16 52% Yes 15 52% 
rT~ How many visits during last 5 years? 5 visits average 
4 How many visits before 1985? 2 visits average 
5.1 We usuall^stayjt Brandwag. Yes 25 69% 
5.2 We usually stay at Glen Reenen, huts. Yes 5 14% 
5.3 We usually stay at Glen Reenen, camping. Yes 6 17% 
6 Amount of people in group. 129 
B DURATION OF OUR VISIT 
1 1 week | Yes | 31 100% 
c TRAVELING DISTANCE 
1 Total distance in Km of all. 14 381 Km 
D ACTIVITIES DURING YOUR VISIT 
1 Just rest, do nothing. No " - Yes 3 2% 
2 Over night to another destination. No - Yes 2 1% 

\T~ Hike on short nature trails. No _ - Yes 30 19% 
4 Hike on overnight routes (Ribok Trail). No - - Yes 7 4% 
5 Horse back riding. No - - Yes 19 12% 
6 Game / Natural scenery drives in the Park. No - - Yes 28 18% 
7 Visit the vulture restaurant. No - - Yes 18 12% 
8 Surrounding area: Clarence. No - - Yes 21 14% 
9 Surrounding area: Cherry industry. No - - Yes 8 5% 
10 Surrounding area: Sotho Cultural Village No - - Yes 11 7% 
11 Surrounding area: Phuthaditjhaba No - - Yes 5 3% 
12 Any other. No - - Yes 3 2% 
E 
1 How important do you consider the Scenic 

Beauty of Golden gate National Park? 
Not 
NB 

0 0% Neu 2 6% NB 30 94%% 

2.1 How important is it for you to take a short 
hiking route (2 hours). 

Not 
NB 

0 0% Neu 4 12% NB 28 88% 

2.2 How important is it for you to take a short 
hiking route ( 3 - 5 hours). 

Not 
NB 

4 12% Neu 10 29% NB 20 59% 

2.3 How important is it for you to take long 
hiking routes (Day and longer). 

Not 
NB 

7 24% Neu 18 62% NB 4 14% 

3 Is developments that could affect the scenic 
beauty important / significant to you? 

Not 
NB 

1 3% Neu 1 3% NB 30 94% 

4 How important is an EIA before the 
commencement of projects that could affect 
the scenic beauty negatively? 

Not 
NB 

1 3% Neu 3 9% NB 28 88% 

5 How important is it to consider alternatives 
during the EIA for such projects? 

1 1 
■ 3% Neu 4 13% NB 27 84% 

6 How important is public participation during 
ElAs for projects inside National Parks? 

1 2 
N8 

6% Neu 3 10% NB 26 84% 

7 How important is a pristine view of the 
mountain landscape in Golden Gate? 

0 0% Neu 1 3% NB 30 97% 



F OBJECTS 
1 Does the reflector screen on top of the 1 1 14 

mountain have a negative or a positive 1 
impact on scenic beautyjrf the mountain? | 

47% Neu 16 53% Pos 0 0% 

2 What should be done about the screen? 
Remove(-), Camouflage(O), Leave (+) 

1 11 34% Neu 13 40% Pos 8 25% 

3 What is the effect of the light shining against 
Brandwag at night? 

Neg 2 6% Neu 5 16% Pos 25 78% 

4 What should be done about the light? 
Remove(-), Neutral(O), Leave (+) 

Neg 2 6% Neu 7 23% Pos 22 71% 

5 What is the impact of the high-lying game 
view routes on scenic beauty? 

Neg 3 9% Neu 16 50% Pos 13 41% 

6 What should be done about these routes? ■ 1 0 
Remove(-), Neutral(O), Leave (+) 

0% Neu 13 46% Pos 15 54% 

7 What effect does the throughway have on 
scenic beauty? 

Neg 12 40% Neu 16 53% Pos 2 7% 

8.1 Must the throughway be closed? Neg 23 74% Neu 8 26% Pos 0 0% 
8.2 Strict speed control on a daily basis? Neg 1 3% Neu 12 40% Pos 17 57% 
8.3 Throughway limited to motor vehicles only? Neg 8 29% Neu 9 32% Pos 11 39% 
8.4 Throughway limited to park hours only? Neg 7 25% Neu 15 54% POS 6 21% 
8.5 Payment of a "throughway" fare? Neg 11 38% Neu 10 34% Pos 8 28% 
6 PERSPECTIVES 
1 Would you like to pay another visit? 1 3 10% I Pos 28 90% 
2 Why? YES: Breath taking scenic beauty as a result of the Sandstone 

formations, tranquillity, science, restriction on noise. 
NO: No game, not enough to keep busy, poor service. 

H STATEMENT 
1 Would you be prepared to pay more for your 

accommodation at Golden Gate should the 
Negative aspects pointed out be addressed 
and the surroundings more closely resemble 
a pristine environment? 
(This statement was qualified by the 
participants as: 
Depends on % of price hike. Must still be 
affordable for SA citizens. Could be to 
expensive for a big family. Two tariffs: SA 
Citizen, SADC and Foreign tourists). 

18 58% Pos 13 42% 

(DWJ Smit: 2000) 

(End of Appendix 6) 
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APPENDIX 7 

QUESTIONARE RESULTS 

APPENDIX 7: VISIT TO GOLDEN GATE LONGER THAN TWO WEEKS 
(One questionnaire was completed but this group consists of 10 people.) 

A STATUS OF VISIT TO GOLDEN GATE 
1 Is this your first visit to golden Gate? No N/A N/A Yes 1 100% 
2 Are you a regular visitor? No 1 100% Yes N/ 

A 
N/A 

3 How many visits during last 5 years? 0 
4 How many visits before 1985? 0 
5.1 We usually stay at Brandwag. Yes 1 100% 
5.2 We usually stay at Glen Reenen, huts. Yes - -
5.3 We usually stay at Glen Reenen, camping. Yes - -
6 Amount of people in group. 10 
B DURATION OF OUR VISIT 
1 More than two weeks. Yes 1 100% 
C TRAVELING DISTANCE 
1 Total distance in Km of all. 1 300 Km 
D ACTIVITIES DURING YOUR VISIT 
1 Just rest, do nothing. I - - Yes 1 100% 
2 Over night to another destination. No - - Yes 1 100% 
3 Hike on short nature trails. No - Yes 1 100% 
4 Hike on overnight routes (Ribok Trail). No " - Yes 1 100% 
5 Horse back riding. No - Yes 1 100% 
6 Game / Natural scenery drives in the Park. No - Yes 1 100% 
7 Visit the vulture restaurant. No - Yes 1 100% 
8 Surrounding area: Clarence. No - Yes 1 100% 
9 Surroundinq area: Cherry industry. No " - Yes - -
10 Surrounding area: Sotho Cultural Village No - Yes - \~-
11 Surrounding area: Phuthaditjhaba No - - Yes - -
12 Any other. No - - Yes - -
E FACTORS 
1 How important do you consider the Scenic 

Beauty of Golden gate National Park? 
Not 
NB 

0 0% Neu 0 0% NB 1 100% 

2.1 How important is it for you to take a short 
hiking route (2 hours). 

Not 
NB 

0 0% Neu 1 100 
% 

NB 0 0% 

2.2 How important is it for you to take a short 
hiking route ( 3 -5 hours). 

Not 
NB 

0 0% Neu 1 100 
% 

NB 0 0% 

2.3 How important is it for you to take long 
hiking routes (Day and longer). 

Not 
NB 

0 0% Neu 1 100 
% 

NB 0 0% 

3 Is developments that could affect the scenic 
beauty important / significant to you? 

Not 
NB 

1 100% Neu 0 0% NB 0 0% 

4 How important is an EIA before the 
commencement of projects that could affect 
the scenic beauty negatively? 

Not 
NB 

o 0% Neu 0 0% NB 1 100% 

5 How important is it to consider alternatives 
during the EIA for such projects? 

Not 
NB 

0 0% Neu 0 0% NB 1 100% 

6 How important is public participation during 
ElAs for projects inside National Parks? 

Not 
NB 

0 0% Neu 0 0% NB 1 100% 

7 How important is a pristine view of the 
mountain landscape in Golden Gate? 

Not 
NB 

0 0% Neu 0 0% NB 1 100% 



to 

F OBJECTS 
1 Does the reflector screen on top of the 

mountain have a negative or a positive 
impact on scenic beauty of the mountain? 

Neg 1 100% Neu 0 0% PD8 0 0% 

2 What should be done about the screen? \h ■ 1 
Remove(-), Camouflage(O), Leave (+) 

100% Neu 0 0% Pos 0 0% 

3 What is the effect of the light shining against 
Brandwag at night? 

0 0% Neu 0 0% Pos 1 100% 

4 What should be done about the light? 
Remove(-), Neutral(O), Leave (+) 0 

0% Neu 0 0% Pos 1 100% 

5 What is the impact of the high-lying game 
view routes on scenic beauty? 0 

0% Neu 1 100% Pos 0 0% 

6 What should be done about these routes? 
Remove(-), Neutral(O), Leave (+) 

0 05 Neu 1 100% P08 0 0% 

7 What effect does the throughway have on 
scenic beauty? 

Neg 1 100% Neu 0 0% Pos 0 0% 

8.1 Must the throughway be closed? Neg - - Neu - - Pos - -
8.2 Strict speed control on a daily basis? Neg 0 0% Neu 0 0% Pos 1 100% 
8.3 Throughway limited to motor vehicles only? Nog 0 0% Neu 0 0% Pos 1 100% 
8.4 Throughway limited to park hours only? Nag - - Neu - - Pos - -
8.5 Payment of a "throughway" fare? Neg 0 0% Neu 0 0% Pos 1 100% 
G PERSPECTIVES 
1 Would you like to pay another visit? I o 0% Pos 1 100% 
2 Why? -
H STATEMENT 
1 Would you be prepared to pay more for your 

accommodation at Golden Gate should the 
Negative aspects pointed out be addressed 
and the surroundings more closely resemble 
a pristine environment? 

100% Pos 0 0% 

(DWJ Smit: 2000) 

(End of Appendix 7). 



APPENDIX 8 

QUESTIONARE RESULTS 

APPENDIX 8: VISITS FROM OVER SEAS TOURISTS. 

A STATUS OF VISIT TO GOLDEN GATE 
1 Is this your first visit to golden Gate? N/A N/A Yes 3 100% 
2 Are you a regular visitor? No 3 100% Yes N/A N/A 
3 How many visits during last 5 years? 1 visit 

■ 

4 How many visits before 1985? 0 visits 
5.1 We usually stay at Brandwag. Yes - -
5.2 We usually stay at Glen Reenen, huts. Yes 1 33% 
5.3 We usually stay at Glen Reenen, camping. Yes 2 67% 
6 Amount of people in group. 6 
B DURATION OF OUR VISIT 
1 2 - 3 days 1 I 1 3 100% 
C TRAVELING DISTANCE 
1 Total distance in Km of all. 45 000 Km (Europe) 

° ACTIVITIES DURING YOUR VISIT 
1 Just rest, do nothing. No - - Yes 
2 Over night to another destination. No - - Yes 
3 Hike on short nature trails. No - - Yes 3 100% 
4 Hike on overnight routes (Ribok Trail). No - - Yes 
5 Horse back riding. No - - Yes 
6 Game / Natural scenery drives in the Park. No - - Yes 1 33% 
7 Visit the vulture restaurant. No - - Yes 2 67% 
8 Surrounding area: Clarence. - - Yes 2 67% 
9 Surrounding area: Cherry industry. - - Yes 2 67% 
10 Surrounding area: Sotho Cultural Village - - Yes 
11 Surrounding area: Phuthaditjhaba - - Yes 
12 Any other. (Meirinqskloof, Fouriesburg) - - Yes 3 100% 
E FACTORS 
1 How important do you consider the Scenic 

Beauty of Golden gate National Park? 
Not 
NB 

0 0% Neu 0 0% NB 3 100% 

2.1 How important is it for you to take a short 
hiking route (2 hours). 

Not 
NS 

0 0% Neu 0 0% NB 
3 

100% 

2.2 How important is it for you to take a short 
hiking route ( 3 -5 hours). 

Not 
NB 

0 0% Neu 0 0% NB 3 100% 

2.3 How important is it for you to take long 
hiking routes (Day and longer). 

Not 
NB 

0 0% Neu 0 0% NB 3 100% 

3 Is developments that could affect the scenic 
beauty important / significant to you? 

Not 

* 

0 0% Neu 0 0% NB 3 100% 

4 How important is an EIA before the 
commencement of projects that could affect 
the scenic beauty negatively? 

Not 

* 
0 

0% Neu 0 0% NB 3 100% 

5 How important is it to consider alternatives 
during the EIA for such projects? 

Not 
NB 

0 0% Neu 0 0% NB 3 100% 

6 How important is public participation during 
ElAs for projects inside National Parks? 

Not 
NB 

0 0% Neu 3 100 
% 

NB 0 0% 

7 How important is a pristine view of the 
mountain landscape in Golden Gate? 

Not 0 0% Neu 0 0% NB 0 100% 
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F OBJECTS 
1 Does the reflector screen on top of the 

mountain have a negative or a positive 
impact on scenic beauty of the mountain? 

1 3 

NeJ 

100% Neu 0 0% Pos 0 0% 

2 What should be done about the screen? 
Remove(-), Camouflage(O), Leave (+) 

- - Neu - - Pos - -

3 What is the effect of the light shining against 
Brandwag at night? 

Neg 0 0% Neu 3 100% Pos 0 0% 

4 What should be done about the light? 
Remove(-), Neutral(0), Leave (+) 

Neu 1 33% Pos 2 67% 

5 What is the impact of the high-lying game 1 ■ 0 
view routes on scenic beauty? 1 

0% Neu 3 100% Pos 0 0% 

6 What should be done about these routes? 
Remove(-), Neutral(O), Leave (+) 

0 0% Neu 1 33% Pos 2 67% 

7 What effect does the throughway have on 
scenic beauty? 

Neg 1 33% Neu 2 67% Pos 0 0% 

8.1 Must the throughwayJ)e closed? 2 67% Neu 0 0% Pos 1 33% 
8.2 Strict speed control on a daily basis? 0 0% Neu 3 100% Pos 0 0% 
8.3 Throughway limited to motor vehicles only? 0 0% Neu 0 0% Pos 3 100% 
8.4 Throughway limited to park hours only? 1 ° 0% Neu 2 67% Pos 1 33% 
8.5 Payment of a "throughway" fare? 1 2 67% Neu 1 33% I o 0% 
6 PERSPECTIVES 
1 Would you like to pay another visit? | 0 0% 3 100% 
2 Why? I Wildlife, walks, Scenic beauty. 

1 
STATEMENT 

1 Would you be prepared to pay more for your 1 1 1 
accommodation at Golden Gate should the 1 
Negative aspects pointed out be addressed 1 1 
and the surroundings more closely resemble 1 1 
a pristine environment? 

33% Pos 2 67% 

(DWJ Smit:2000) 

(End of Appendix 8) 
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APPENDIX 9 

QUESTIONARE RESULTS 

APPENDIX 9: COMBINED TABLE: COMBINATION OF TABLE I - VI. 

A STATUS OF VISIT TO GOLDEN GATE 
1 Is this your first visit to golden Gate? No N/A N/A Yes N/A N/A 
2 Are you a regular visitor? No N/A N/A Yes N/A N/A 
3 How many visits during last 5 years? 11 visits average. 
4 How many visits before 1985? 3 visits average. 
5.1 We usually stay at Brandwag. Yes 106 60% 
5.2 We usually stay at Glen Reenen, huts. Yes 24 13% 
5.3 We usually stay at Glen Reenen, camping. Yes 48 27% 
6 Amount of people in group. 549 
B DURATION OF OUR VISIT 
1 2 - 3 days, 1 week, 2 weeks, more. '68 | 178 100% 
C TRAVELING DISTANCE 
1 Total distance in Km of all. 77 034 Km motor 

45 000 Km Fly 
D ACTIVITIES DURING YOUR VISIT 
1 Just rest, do nothing. No _ - Yes 31 4% 
2 Over night to another destination. NO - Yes 28 3% 
3 Hike on short nature trails. No - - Yes 130 18% 
4 Hike on overnight routes (Ribok Trail). No - Yes 21 3% 
5 Horse back riding. No ■ - Yes 71 10% 
6 Game / Natural scenery drives in the Park. No - Yes 129 18% 
7 Visit the vulture restaurant. No - - Yes 76 10% 
8 Surrounding area: Clarence. No - - Yes 92 13% 
9 Surrounding area: Cherry industry. No I - - Yes 28 3% 
10 Surroundinq area: Sotho Cultural Village I- - Yes 50 7% 
11 Surroundinq area: Phuthaditjhaba No 1 - - Yes 68 9% 
12 Any other. 1- - Yes 6 1% 
E FACTORS 
1 How important do you consider the Scenic 

Beauty of Golden gate National Park? 
Not 
NB 

0 0% Neu 8 5% NB 158 95% 

2.1 How important is it for you to take a short 
hiking route (2 hours). 

Nol 
NB 

9 6% Neu 27 18% NB 116 76% 

2.2 How important is it for you to take a short 
hiking route ( 3 -5 hours). 

Not 
NB 

27 16% Neu 49 29% NB 92 55% 

2.3 How important is it for you to take long 
hiking routes (Day and longer). 

Not 
NB 

55 33% Neu 52 31% NB 61 36% 

3 Is developments that could affect the scenic 
beauty important / significant to you? 

Not 
NB 

3 2% Neu 8 6% No 125 92% 

4 How important is an EIA before the 
commencement of projects that could affect 
the scenic beauty negatively? 

Not 
NB 

2 1% Neu 11 7% NB 140 92% 

5 How important is it to consider alternatives 
during the EIA for such projects? 

Not 
NB 

2 1% Neu 25 17% NB 126 82% 

6 How important is public participation during 
ElAs for projects inside National Parks? 

Not 
NB 

11 7% Neu 24 16% NB 114 77% 

7 How important is a pristine view of the 
mountain landscape in Golden Gate? 

No) 0 0% Neu 8 5% NB 138 95% 
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F OBJECTS 
■ ■ -

M Does the reflector screen on top of the 
mountain have a negative or a positive 
impact on scenic beauty of the mountain? 

Neg I 103 64% Neu 55 34% Pos 4 2% 

2 What should be done about the screen? 
Remove(-), Camouflage(O), Leave (+) 

168 41% Neu 65 39% Pas 32 19% 

3 What is the effect of the light shining against 
Brandwag at night? 

20 12% Neu 59 34% Pos 94 54% 

4 What should be done about the light? 
Remove(-), Neutral(O), Leave (+) 

p6 8% Neu 53 33% Pos 96 59% 

5 What is the impact of the high-lying game 
view routes on scenic beauty? 

Neg 21 14% Neu 82 555 Pos 47 31% 

6 What should be done about these routes? 
Remove(-), Neutral(O), Leave (+) 

r° 0% Neu 53 34% Pos 105 66% 

7 What effect does the throughway have on 
scenic beauty? 

89 55% Neu 64 40% Pos 9 5% 

8.1 Must the throughway be closed? 94 64% Neu 31 21% Pos 23 15% 
8.2 Strict speed control on a daily basis? 8 5% Neu 48 33% Pos 90 62% 
8.3 Throughway limited to motor vehicles only? 16 11% Neu 36 26% Pos 91 64% 
8.4 Throughway limited to park hours only? 26 18% Neu 44 31% Pos 74 51% 
8.5 Payment of a "throughway" fare? 

Scenic 
mount 
format 

50 34% Neu 37 26% Pos 58 40% 
G PERSPECTIVES 

Scenic 
mount 
format 

1 Would you like to pay another visit? 
Scenic 
mount 
format 

10 6% | 152 94% 
2 Why? Scenic 

mount 
format 

; beauty, relaxing, special place, peace and quiet, clean fresh 
ain air, tranquillity, hiking trails, breath taking sandstone 
ions, wildlife, scenic walks. 

H STATEMENT 
1 Would you be prepared to pay more for your 

accommodation at Golden Gate should the 
Negative aspects pointed out be addressed 
and the surroundings more closely resemble 
a pristine environment? 

88 56% POS 70 44% 1 Would you be prepared to pay more for your 
accommodation at Golden Gate should the 
Negative aspects pointed out be addressed 
and the surroundings more closely resemble 
a pristine environment? 

88 56% POS 70 44% 1 Would you be prepared to pay more for your 
accommodation at Golden Gate should the 
Negative aspects pointed out be addressed 
and the surroundings more closely resemble 
a pristine environment? 

88 56% 70 44% 

(DWJ 
(End« 

Smit: 2000) 
of Appendix 9) 
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THE AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH AFRICA 

TABLE B 

ESTIMATED AVERAGE RUNNING COST-EFFECTIVE AS OF 3 MAY 2000 (update from 05/04/2000) 

(COST INDICATED IN CENTS PER KILOMETER) 

ENGINE 
CAPACITY 

REPAIR 
COSTS 

SERVICE & 
LUBE COST 

TYRE 
COST:; 

TOTAL 
MA1NT, COST 

FUEL 
COST 

TOTAL 
COST 

<1300 9,8 7.3 2.6 19.7 31.7 51.4 
1301-1500 10.8 8.0 2.8 21.6 32.4 54,0 
1501-1800 11.1 . 8.2 2.9 22.2 35.0 57.2 
180,1-2000 11.6 8.6 3.0 23.3 38.1 61.4 
2001-2500 15.0 11.1 3.9 30.0 41.5 71.5 
2501-3000 16.6 12.2 4.3 33.1 44.0 77.1 
3001-4000 16.6 12.2 4.3 33.1 47.4 80.5 
>4001 ... 17.3 12.8 4.5 34.5 50.5 85.0 
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O U T D O O R i ^ s ^ 
WAREHOUSE 

THANK YOU FOR PURCHASING YOUR TENT 
FROM OUTDOOR WAREHOUSE 

EQUIPMENT COST: OUTDOOR WAREHOSE 

SUGGESTED LIST OF NECESSITIES OR THE HIKER 
This serves as a checklist only. It will vary according to the type of hike, day walk or hiking trail, type of 
accommodation, hutted, tented.or open veld. The advice is to prepare for the worst possible situation. 
CAMPING FOOD FIRST AID 
Backpack / Daypack Sugar, tea, coffee Plasters and bandages 
Backpack cover Powdered milk Scissors & tweezers 
Tent, poles, pegs Cereal Malaria medication 
Groundsheet Fruit Salt pills 
Sleeping bag Biscuits & Cheese Water purify tablets 
Camp mat Soup, potato, vegetables Mosquito net 
Emergency blanket Droewors & Biltong Panado 
Compass Dried fruits & nuts Rubber bands 
Sleeping bag inner Sweets and chocolates Whistle 
Spade Safety pins 

Deep heat 
Methylated spirits 

CLOTHES TOILET KIT COOKING UTENSILS 
Hiking boots Toilet paper Camp stove 
Woollen socks Towel & soap Camp lamp 
Light takkies Shampoo Spare gas 
Long sleeve shirt Tooth brush & toothpaste Pot, plate, mug 
T-shirt Mirror Knife, fork, spoon 
Trousers and shorts Lip-ice Can opener 
Thermal underware Sunburn lotion Pocket knife 
Balaclava Nail clipper Scourer 
Warm & waterproof jacket Insect repellent Dish washing soap 
Sun hat & gloves Shaving kit Lighter 
Bathing shorts Foot powder Rubbish bags 
Spare boot laces Stinggoes 
GENERAL 
Maps & Permits & ID Book & Passports 
Camera and film 
Torch & batteries & candle 
Binoculars 
Rope 
Wrist watch 
Pen & paper , 
Waterproof bag 
HINTS 
Keep clothes in a waterproof plastic bag and protect it from rain and spillages 

ESTIMATE COST TO EQUIP ONE PERSON FROM THE ABOVE R5500 
"TABLE: ; 

(Information obtained from salesperson: Brendon) 
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TURNOVER IN GOLDEN GATE HIGHLANDS NATIONAL PARK FOR DECEMBER 1999 

Wo ITEM VALUE 
1. Total turnover from tourism R 962 249 
2 Total turnover from tourism accommodation R 453 229 
3 Accommodation: Brandwag R320 131 
4 , Accommodation: Glen Reenen (Huts & Camp) R107716 
5 Accommodation: Wilgenhof R 14474 
6; : Day visitors R 7 553 
7 Ribbok hiking trail R 1461 
8 Total sales (restaurant, two shops) R 590 020 
9 Brandwag: Curio shop R 50 785 

:10: Brandwag: Ladies bar R 29 084 
11 : Brandwag: Restaurant R 152144 
12, : Glen Reenen: General sales R 93 359 

.:43.rr.;; Glen Reenen: Liquor R 9 085 
-14- Glen Reenen: Fuel R 116701 

(Information as obtained from Mr L Moolman, Park warden, Golden Gate.) 


